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See, from afar, yon Rock that mates the sky; 
About whose feet such heaps of Rubbish lie; 
Such indigested Ruin; black and bare, 
How desart now it stands, exposed in air.

Dryden, translation of Vergil.
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THE

Pinnacle Club Journal
1929 -1931

CLUB PROCEEDINGS
BY 

THE PRESIDENT.

DURING the past three years the club has continued to 
flourish. The number of members on the books shows a 
slight decrease from 58 to 56, but the attendance at 

meets has improved and we have several good leaders now 
among the younger members. It has been found better to 
drop the single day meets and substitute week-end meets so 
that members who wish to attend are drawn from a wider 
area.

The Easter Meet and the Club's Annual Meeting coincide. 
In 1929 this fixture was held at Rosthwaite, in 1930 at 
Torver, in 1931 for the first time at Buttermere. In all three 
years meets were frequently held at Castle Naze, Capel 
Curig, Windgather, Almscliff, Edale, Embsay, Coniston, 
Wharncliffe, Chapel le Dale and elsewhere activities ranging 
from pleasant walking to severe climbing. Attendance at 
these gatherings has been well maintained. As an experi 
ment Christmas was celebrated at Rosthwaite with success  
the appearance of members' friends and relatives of either 
sex being found no drawback! This idea and its execution 
were due to Mrs. Summersgill.

A very enjoyable Alpine Meet was organised at Arolla in 
August, 1930 of which a full account appears elsewhere.

Annual Dinners were held at the Queen's Hotel, 
Manchester (February 9th, 1929, January nth, 1930, Jan 
uary loth, 1931). The Kindred Clubs were well represented 
and after the usual gaieties of speeches and musical items, 
the evenings closed with dancing.
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THE SECOND ALPINE 
MEET

BY

MARY SCHROEDER. 

August, 1930, Arolla.

A VALLEY with a floor of stone, a milky glacier-stream 
churning over the boulders, pastures with flowers and 
pines disputing with the stones the possession of the 

valley, the confining horizon of the immense hills, and we 
are at Arolla.

Some of the members arrive before the day and all except 
two are there before dinner. One of them Lowe, had spent 
a delightful 14 days tramping all the way from Lake Como, 
a trifling walk of some 400 kilometres! Finally from the half 
light emerges a figure carrying an ice-axe and an umbrella, 
with a second figure following humbly in her wake: the 
President and the novice have arrived, having walked from 
Sion. On either side of the long table, lamp-lit, the ranks 
are closed and complete. We examine each other with 
interest, C. L. Corbett, L. Bray, E. Lowe, S. Harper, 
M. Keys-Jones and I. " Fools," says L. E. B. " for walking 
up," but then that is her usual term for those to whom she 
is attached. Perhaps her affectionate greeting is not without 
reason for one of the walkers spent the next day in bed.

Monday was in the nature of a rest cure after the journey, 
and had for its main object the eating of cream tarts at 
Satarma, proceeding by way of the Alpe de Praz Gras. 
Tuesday was more ambitious, the party got itself into trim 
for the bigger climbs by a long walk in pouring rain and cloud. 
Carrying a rope they toiled up to the Pas de Chevres, swung 
lightly down the rocks and cautiously proceeded across the 
Seilon Glacier to the Cabane du Val des Dix.

The" hut was full of despondent climbers playing heart 
rending games of cards, waiting for the weather to clear. Our 
visit was cold comfort.

Wednesday was the first long climb, the Petite Dent de 
Veisivi with guides, Antoine Georges, who had taken the
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THE SECOND ALPINE MEET 7

President, her brother and Mr. Minor up the Pigne twenty-two 
years before, and the young Joseph Georges. In the dim 
light before dawn, our boots ringing on the stones, we crossed 
the valley above Satarma. Then up and up we went, scarcely 
thinking of anything except the step of the person in front, 
bilberries to right hand and bilberries to left, and nobody 
taking any notice of them, through the pine wood, over the 
frozen upper pastures, to the base of the Col de Zarmine, 
where heaven descended and the guides produced cold tea. 
Up again, and across the moraine and glacier de Zarmine, 
and out at last onto that serrated upper ridge of rock, the 
Petite Dent de Veisivi, which from Arolla, dominates the sky 
line, and with cruel edges cuts the dawn.

A spur of the range towering to S.E. of Arolla, this ridge 
of firm rock divides and surveys two valleys which meet even 
tually at Hauderes. The ridge gives a continuous rock climb 
of over three hours. Like a serial story it unfolds its excite 
ments, its knife edges, traverses, chimneys and slabs, until at 
last the ridge hurls its challenge, its piece de resistance, a gash 
that tears the rocks, engulfing space. What dread hand and 
what dread knife? We have arrived at " the step across." 
Antoine is over. " No courage needed, only confidence in 
the guide, Petite!" A quick step, we leave go, we swing 
across, space beneath and on every side. Antoine relieved 
bursts into song. Here we are at the Gendarme! Up we go, 
hoisted abruptly into position by many willing hands. The 
rest is easy and now we come at last to the end of the ridge, 
where looking down we see Hauderes, meeting place of two 
valleys, neat and a litte dull, flat green fields, chalky streams, 
stone roofs of houses and pine woods on the lower slopes. 
Then follows the descent over the slabs, the swing round a 
corner, scene of the Hopkinson accident and then after a 
long descent over rubble, water! We sit round the spring. 
Antoine's eye is arrested by my straggling socks, he pulls them 
up before serving the lemonade. Then with characteristic 
acumen Bray and her disciples head for home and tea, 
leaving Corbett, Lowe and myself to sleep in the sun.

Thursday saw the departure of Bray in a skirt, under a 
hat, with an umbrella and a walking stick oh sight for tired 
eyes and most unusual! She rounded the corner, she was
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8 THE SECOND ALPINE MEET

gone, leaving to us her second best coat, her ice-axe, her 
water bottle, and her prunes. That afternoon under the 
leadership of Corbett, half the party climbed the Dent de 
Satarma, a tongue-like, exposed rock. The others who spent 
i£ hours in trying to keep warm, were too cold to make the 
attempt. Those stalwarts who dipped in the Lac Bleu fled 
to Satarma for tea, but Corbett and I were more ambitious.

Our way home was not quite what we intended. We 
intended to ascend the slopes above the Lac Bleu and return 
via Praz Gras, and we most certainly intended to be back 
in time for dinner.

Alas! man proposes but the devil disposes, or certainly 
he does so in the mountains. Instead of taking the easy way 
we boldly attacked a gully. The gully did not turn out what 
we intended it to be. It was quite interesting at first, but 
it gradually became rockier and rockier, rottener and rottener, 
wetter and wetter. But we would not give way, we still 
continued till the rock became a mass of loose stones giving 
way under hand and foot, till the water rushed over our feet 
 we lost all idea of time. We gained the top of the gully 
and then to our amazement, found we were no nearer our 
ultimate object. More gullies stretched before us and day 
light was waning. What to be done. By the side of the gully 
was an easy moraine, we deemed discretion the better part 
of valour and descended the moraine eventually arriving at 
the road rather further from Arolla than where we had left 
it at 3 p.m. We reached our Hotel at 10 p.m. and were 
disgusted to find that the Innkeeper's wife had been so upset 
at our non-appearance at dinner that she had dispatched a 
couple of guides to search for us, and we were even more 
disgusted the following day when we had to pay for them!

On Saturday the weather being fair, we went up to the 
Bertol hut. The dreary valley head, the moraine heaps, the 
untidy rocks, the brackish softening snow, were left behind. 
The snow got whiter and harder, until at last, rising out of 
the Bertol glacier, we saw on its black column of rock, the 
Bertol Cabane, one of the highest huts in the Alps, snug, 
compact, isolated among the wastes of snow. Evening came. 
Above the mystery and chaos of the shadowed valley, like 
the white crest of a wave, rolled the Pigne, and behind it
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THE SECOND ALPINE MEET 9

Mt. Blanc de Seilon, winged La Luette, veiled Mt. Pleureur. 
From the cauldron below, the mist boiled up, and a North 
wind carried it, flying past the black points of Les Douves 
Blanches. An infinite and dim blue hid the East, when 
suddenly there arose upon this deep, and sailed upon it, 
glimmering white, the Dent Blanche and the Dent d'Helens. 
This is the edge of the world, and the end of the journey.

On Sunday we were called at 6 a.m. and roped for the 
passage over the glacier to the Aiguille de la Tsa. Across 
the smooth curling white plains, luxuriously moulded, one 
or two sombre caravans were trailing from the hut to their 
several peaks. Gently a fresh fall had embraced the edge 
of the crevasses. Only when the softening effect of the spec 
tacles was removed, did something a little cruel, emerge from 
the naked snow. The black spire of the Aiguille rose from 
the glacier. Merrily, Antoine and Joseph hoisted us up one 
pitch after another. Done in that fashion, a climb naturally 
presents few difficulties. From the summit surged the vast 
panorama of the hill. Even names can thrill. The Matter- 
horn ! I turn. Bare, almost black, poorly clad in snow, sharp, 
desolate, it emerges to the left behind the Dent d'Helens. 
Ihe Jungfrau! There it is far away to the North, very, 
very far away, its shape hardly discernible, white and soft.

That evening Corbett, Keys-Jones and I went down to 
the hotel, but Lowe and Harper stayed on at the Cabane 
for the Bouquetins. " An excellent day," writes Miss Lowe, 
" thanks to Dr. Corbett's forethought in suggesting that 
Harper and I should spend a second night at the Cabane on 
the chance of two consecutive fine days. The day dawned 
hopelessly, the whole world shrouded in thick mist and rain 
 but we were loath to give it up, and in face of the guide's 
gloomy forebodings, we delayed going down to Arolla till 
the last possible moment, and were rewarded by a sudden 
clearing of the mist while there was still time for us to do 
the climb if we were swift. The whole day went excellently 
and we were a very happy party when we stood on top, 
feeling we'd conquered the obstacles which had turned back 
our weaker brothers of the Cabane. The rock being iced 
made some of the final pitches quite difficult to negotiate, and 
the whole peak was most interesting throughout."
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IO THE SECOND ALPINE MEET

Dr. Corbett and I meanwhile went hunting for eidelweis 
on Mt. Dolin, making our descent by the Praz Gras and Lac 
Bleu, over prairies full of mountain astors, gentians and 
hare bells. A lovely day.

Poor weather drove us to the cream tarts of Satarma 
the next day. On Wednesday it was decided that Antoine 
and Joseph Georges should take us up Mt. Bane de Seilon. 
We left the hotel in moonlight by the little wood at the 
back, and by dawn were on the Pas de Chevres. The teeth 
of the Veisivi range gaped into the sky. A faint yellow 
appeared, turning to gold and pink, and spread from left to 
right behind the ridge. The whole valley became illuminated. 
We descended the Pas de Chevres, and crossed the Seilon 
glacier, which dreary and dirty, like a monstrous octopus, 
gripped its shallow valley. At the hut we were refreshed. 
A varied climb of alternating snow and rocks followed but 
very little did we see and very little did we realise, for down 
came wind and snow and drowned the outlines of the moun 
tains. Up and up, and nothing to remark save our own brown 
figures and a murky yellow background. The steep slope 
dissolved a few feet below into the falling snow, and were it 
not for Antoine's cautiousness, we should not have realised 
that we were treading on an overhanging cornice. We stayed 
a few minutes on top, but there was nothing to see, and 
Antoine was anxious to get us safely down. For a time Lowe 
went ahead to find our footprints, but the snow was baffling, 
and finally Joseph went ahead with many injunctions to 
caution from his father. So we went on, very slowly, through 
a sort of emptiness in which the only real thing was each step 
as one made it.

Mt. Blanc de Seilon was our last official club climb. 
The weather broke into a steady downpour the following 
day. The party separated; Harper and Keys-Jones for 
another week's climbing; Dr. Corbett to do the Matterhorn; 
Lowe to continue her tramping, and I to catch the train for 
Paris. Walking down to Sion through the rain, I revolved 
in my mind the events of the past days, the' consideration 
and forethought of our leader, Dr. Corbett, the cheerful 
voice of Antoine, the eclipsing mountains, the inhuman mon 
strous fields of ice, the descending enveloping sky.

" This is the way the world ends! "
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THE WILDSPITZE
BY 

C. L. CORBETT.

IT was not a climbing holiday at all but a motoring holiday. 
I was with a non-climbing friend, and we found ourselves 
at Innsbruck, having come down from Munich the day 

before past the lovely Walchensee, over the Scharnitz pass.
I had it in mind however to have one day on a mountain 

somewhere and there was a mountaineering outfit carefully 
packed away at the bottom of my suit-case.

We put up at a simple old-fashioned inn, the Goldener 
Stern, a pleasant contrast after the palatial accommodation at 
Munich and next morning I set forth to explore the town.

As I wandered along the narrow old streets and looked at 
the Goldne Dachl, a delightful idea crept into my mind. 
There were mountains all round up towards the Arlberg Pass. 
I knew nothing whatever about them, but information could 
be obtained, a guide engaged, and a climb achieved. My 
spirits rose at the very idea. I had been thoroughly enjoying 
the motoring, but a day on the mountains is very different 
from anything else.

I did not know where to seek the information I wanted. 
I tried a sports shop and my best German. They understood 
enough to direct me to a Reise-Bureau. Here I tried my 
halting German again. I kept asking for a " Fiihrer." they 
kept offering me guide-books; and we did not get any further. 
I did not know that though we say " guide " for a person 
and " guide-book " for a book, they say " Fiihrer " for a 
book and " Personen-Fiihrer" for a man. Finally it dawned 
and they exclaimed " Personal-Fiihrer." They sent for a 
man who was expert in that department and who luckily 
spoke English. He suggested the Wildspitze or the Kreuz- 
spitze and gave me complete directions with German thorough 
ness the map I was to buy, the shop I was to buy it at, the 
train and bus I was to take. (I failed to make him under 
stand I was motoring.) I went back to the hotel joyful and 
with everything planned.

It was a beautiful valley, a succession of gorges, the road 
crossing and re-crossing the river, and winding up into the
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12 THE WILDSPITZE

mountains, becoming rougher and narrower, passing several 
small hamlets and finally across another bridge to the little 
village of Zwisselstein.

Visitors were sitting out on the veranda, and we engaged 
a room. Later on we found we had made a mistake. There 
was a better inn two minutes further on. Ours was a very 
primitive little place, the meals took hours to serve and were 
rather difficult to eat when they did come. My friend stayed 
there, and I engaged a guide, changed into climbing clothes, 
and after a meal set off for the 2^-hour walk up the valley to 
Vent, in the gathering dusk with white peaks gleaming on all 
sides and a grey glacier stream dancing below the path. At 
Vent I was soon in a little white bed and went to sleep with 
happy anticipations of the next day.

We were up and off by 4 a.m. My young guide did not 
seem to think that breakfast was a matter of any importance. 
He said we should have it at the Breslauer Hut. I thought 
it. was rather a long time to that hut, which we reached about 
7.30 but there I did finally get something to eat.

Soon we were trudging up the slopes to the glacier. 
There were several other parties, two of which included 
Austrian girls climbing in skirts.

We roped up on the glacier, there was a bergschrund to 
cross and some crevasses, but it was not a difficult mountain. 
There were long glacier slopes and some steep rock. At the 
top comes a narrow snow ridge leading from the first summit 
to the second which is a few feet higher. I was out of train 
ing and struggled up the steep climb to the first summit with 
much panting and at a slow pace;then, after a breather, across 
the narrow snow ridge, my young guide showing praiseworthy 
caution in the management of the rope.

The Wildspitze is the highest peak in Austria, 3,774 
metres high. When I surveyed the neighbouring peaks I 
wished I had longer to give them. The Kreuz-Spitze in the 
foreground to the south had been recommended to me by my 
friend at the Reise-Bureau as a good climb, and my guide 
tried to tempt me to do it, but it would have meant too long 
a stay.

When we came down I parted from my guide at the hut 
and wandered alone over the lower slopes looking for old
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THE WILDSPITZE 13

and new friends among the Alpine flowers. I joined the path 
below Vent. Down to Zwisselstein was rather a weary trudge 
for I was getting tired and hungry. However half way down 
1 saw a notice of new milk over a cottage door. I sat down 
at a little restaurant table and soon a large glass of frothing 
milk revived my fainting spirits. The path down the valley 
was even more pleasing by daylight than in the dusk the night 
before, for the banks down to the river were brilliant with 
Alpine flowers.

Next morning we drove down again to the main valley, 
and up over the Arlberg pass, 5,912 feet high, on into Switzer 
land.

A WET DAY IN WALES
BY 

BIDDY DEED.

There's rain on the hills and a wind on the height
And clouds hide most of it from our sight;
It's cold and raw on the top of the peak
On a windswept ridge bare and bleak,
The upper hillside's wrapped in fog
And the lower slopes are a soaking bog;
The pathway up is a rushing stream
But it still fulfils a haunting dream,
A dream that follows me down in the plain
Where I long for the windswept hills again.
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MEMORIES OF SOME 
WOMEN MOUNTAINEERS

BY 

W. P. HASKETT SMITH.

OVER a hundred years ago, when Dr. Edmund Clarke 
added his name to the very small number of travellers 
who had climbed Mont Blanc, his first thought on 

reaching the summit was to procure a bottle and place in it 
what he called " an humble record but sincere." This humble 
record was nothing less than a kind of " Who's who," a list of 
his favourite statesmen, theologians, poets and physicians and 
a much longer list of ladies, " adorning the walks of private 
life by the mingled charm of urbanity, gentleness, accom 
plishments and beauty." His hope was that the humble 
record " hermetically sealed down by an icy plug, covered 
with a winter's snow and perhaps gradually incorporated into 
the substance of a solid cube of ice, might possibly remain 
unaltered for many centuries, like the insects preserved in 
amber and so bear witness to distant generations when other 
proud memorials had crumbled into dust."

The doctor seems to have been an impressionable young 
man; for the list of fascinating ladies grew and grew until 
the guides became very impatient and repeatedly urged him 
to cut his labours short.

Some of his charmers may therefore have been crowded 
out of his list; but we may be sure that an honoured place 
in it was reserved for the " very fair young ladies," who 
two or three years before had made a sensation by crossing 
the Col du Geant; for clearly mountaineering was one of the 
" accomplishments," which in his opinion were an enhance 
ment of " urbanity and beauty."

My own early visits to the Alps gave me glimpses of 
several of the great lady-mountaineers, but few opportunities 
of seeing them actually on the war-path. The hardest 
workers of that day were the sisters Pigeon, full of courage 
and endurance, but reputed to have less grasp of the science 
of the sport than Mrs. Jackson or Mrs. Burnaby. Miss Lucy
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MEMORIES OF SOME WOMEN MOUNTAINEERS 15

Walker was then beginning to take things more easily, 
though her brother Horace went on for many years after that. 
They had begun their great Alpine career from an unusual 
motive, because their father found that among the mountains 
he could for a while forget an incurable disease from which 
he suffered.

Two daughters of Mrs. Gaskell, the novelist, did a good 
deal of work; but did not fly at such big game as Miss K. 
Richardson.

One of the most striking figures in those days was a 
charming Dutch widow, Madame Immingk, a plump little 
person wearing beautifully cut knickerbockers, as in those 
days few ladies did. She was greatly admired by Theodor 
Wundt, who did not hesitate to refer to her in print as 
" die liebenswiirdige Jeanne." He was a capital photo 
grapher and made a splendid picture of her, crossing with 
the utmost nonchalance the face of a fearsome precipice. In 
those days of glass-plates exposures were much more 
deliberate than they are now and it seemed incredible that 
" love-worthy Jane " could have calmly hung on long 
enough for the photographer's purpose; but one day in a 
confidential mood he explained. " Beyond zat corner I haf 
a guide, viz a rope; and on zis side of her I haf anozzer 
guide, viz a rope. Zen I make mein photograf and zen I 
ob-lee-der-ate ze rope."

Talking of photography reminds me of Miss Gertrude 
Bell, whose later Mesopotamian fame has thrown into the 
background her great skill and energy as a mountaineer. 
We once had a very cheery party for two or three weeks at 
the Montanvert: Hope and Kirkpatrick, Edward Broome 
and his daughter, Roderick Williams and the taciturn Archer 
Thomson. Years afterwards Ravanel, the guide, walked 
into the Promontoire Hut on the Meije with a French climber 
and saw, but failed to recognize, me. After a while the 
following conversation ensued: " Eh bien, Joseph, on voit 
que vous oubliez vite vos anciens voyageurs."

" Is it then that Monsieur has worked with me? What 
have we done together?"

" Oh every aiguille from which one may see the Mer de 
Glace with you and Alphonse Simond."
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l6 MEMORIES OF SOME WOMEN MOUNTAINEERS

This clue was sufficient. He turned to the assembled guides 
and catching up the nearest sack, said, " This gentleman 
is a great friend of Mademoiselle Bell, the famous climber. 
Now you shall see how he defeated her when she tried to 
photograph the seat of his trousers which was no longer 
there " and he proceeded to prance up and down the hut, 
adroitly lowering the sack from time to time to baffle the 
camera of an imaginary Miss Bell. He did it wonderfully 
well and sent the audience into shrieks of laughter. It was 
quite true that that playful young person had tried hard (but 
vainly) to obtain a permanent record of our dilapidated con 
dition.

She was very anxious to traverse the two Drus, a feat 
which in those days could only be accomplished by con 
spiracy with another party as no convenient way was then 
known of crossing the gap between the two peaks. One 
party therefore climbed the upper and easier Dru, fixed a 
rope for descent into the gap and left it there for the other 
lot coming from the opposite direction, to use for their ascent 
and bring home.

For this task Broome gallantly offered himself, forgetting 
that this is one of the most tiring climbs in the Alps and that 
he himself was not yet in any sort of condition. The result 
was that the plot failed completely, as his strength gave out 
and he never reached the summit, to the great annoyance 
of the fair climber, whose valued rope could not be recovered 
for several days. However she had the consolation of 
having made a descent which is trying enough even for local 
guides who can save a lot of time and risk by abseiling from 
pitons, which are carefully put where a stranger is least likely 
to find them.

It did her and her young guide, Furrer, great credit. 
That guide, by the way, was the occasion one day of his 
employer shewing something less than her usual good sense. 
At an awkward step on an exposed ridge she suddenly called 
out '' Hold on!" and rated him soundly because in conse 
quence he tightened the rope. She said he ought to have 
known that she wanted him to stop pulling. One of our 
party defended Furrer on the ground that a foreigner cannot 
be expected to understand slang and that in real English the
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MEMORIES OF SOME WOMEN MOUNTAINEERS J-7

phrase means not " desist," but " persist."
The fair Gertrude was a lively and intelligent talker and 

one of her topics was art. She had a pet phrase, " Such 
and such a painter has no message for me!" One day there 
was a man in the room who was not deeply versed in Art 
and when she remarked impressively " Mantegna has a 
message for me!" he sprang up and said, " Oh! is that the 
fellow who has just brought up the mules from Chamonix? 
I'll go and ask him for it at once."

Miss Bristowe was a very capable rock-climber and made 
many fine expeditions under the guidance of Mummery, 
whose wife too had followed his skilful lead on many a 
formidable peak; but, always having one of the best step- 
cutters in Europe ahead of her, she had never needed to cut 
a single step for herself. On this little circumstance turned 
an amusing incident on the Zinal Rothorn. It was a vile 
day of freezing snow-cloud and Mummery was leading across 
a very steep slope of hard snow when he met a party coming 
from the Mountet side, two young English fellows being 
taken up what was probably their first peak.

It was an awkward spot for passing and one of them 
somehow managed to get his rope tangled up with 
Mummery's. That great climber's tongue had a decidedly 
rough side to it and, while he was sorting the two frozen 
ropes, he gave the unhappy youth a proper dressing down 
for his clumsiness. Meantime the other youth was opposite 
Mrs. Mummery and humbly apologetic. She was all 
urbanity; but the poor boy in his embarrassment missed his 
step and slid down to her level. One of his heels hit on a 
step, luckily without breaking it away, but the other found 
no support and there he was, spreadeagled on the slope, 
unable to move and resting precariously on one heel and two 
elbows. He was as helpless as an inverted turtle and gasped 
out to her " I'm so sorry. Would you cut me a step for my 
other foot?" The lady, anxious to oblige, made one or two 
futile pecks at the snow and then luckily saw a hole made 
by someone's axe stick, slipped her little axe into it and held 
it while the poor young man pulled himself onto his feet 
again. She used to say that she really thought that the 
young man went away under the delusion that she was a
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person of unlimited resource and capacity.
In conclusion the Editress insists on my adding a story 

which has nothing whatever to do with lady-climbers; but 
she avers that it has amused her and may therefore possibly 
raise a smile among her readers.

Broome was a jovial soul with a wide knowledge of the 
Alps, coupled with great enterprise and when once he had 
got into training, great endurance, but, like many men of 
the big and burly type, he often took a long time before he 
could work himself into proper condition. For many years he 
employed Biner, a sound man, but not of strong personality. 
This suited his master very well, who liked whenever any 
thing when wrong to have someone handy upon whom the 
blame could justly or unjustly be laid. If the scree was 
steep, if the snow was soft, even if the weather changed for 
the worse, the vials of his wrath were emptied upon the 
submissive Biner's head. Biner bore it all patiently, 
knowing that the storm would soon be over and that his 
master's sunny disposition would assert itself once more, 
but there were times when he simply dissolved into tears!

Just over the hill which rises behind the Montanvert 
there is a piece of rough ground known to many as " The 
Tombstones." At one time it must have been a small lake, 
into which fell numerous large blocks of stone, many of 
which are set up on end. Anyone who fails to keep to the 
little track is apt to find himself entangled in a maze which 
is all the more annoying because it is so near the inn.

On one occasion Broome's party was returning, tired 
and belated, and had just entered The Tombstones when 
Broome suddenly stopped Biner and demanded to know 
where he was going and whether he was asleep or had lost 
his senses and why he was missing a path which he had 
traversed a dozen times and whether he considered himself 
fit to be a guide. The poor man replied feebly that he 
thought his way would do equally well, but yielded meekly 
to pressure and took the line insisted upon by his employer.

The result was that in less than ten minutes they were 
pounded in an impasse. It was nearly dark now and 
beginning to rain and when the unhappy guide discovered
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that after being bullied out of the right path he now had to 
endure a storm of abuse for doing what he had been ordered 
to do, he broke down altogether. The injustice was too 
monstrous. He suddenly collapsed on a stone and blubbered 
in a pitiable manner.

His master sobered down from loud vituperation to a 
steady growl; but there was no prospect of any progress till 
help came from an unexpected quarter. The only other man 
in the party was almost a nonentity, who amiably did what 
ever his companions told him to do and never offered or 
even formed any opinion on questions of route; but by the 
irony of fate it was to him that the strong men were indebted 
for their escape.

With a little industry and more luck he retraced their 
steps for a few score yards to the point of divergence, which 
was in fact on the real track, shouted to the others and saved 
the situation.

Biner was of a forgiving disposition and soon forgot 
his sorrows and his master's unreasonableness, but there was 
a later occasion when he must have been more tempted 
to laugh than to cry.

One day they were crossing the copious stream, which 
issues from the Charpoua Glacier. It flows between huge 
pointed blocks of smooth stone and just where a long stride 
has to be made the bank consists of a very steep and polished 
slab. Broome happened to tread on a bit of the stepping- 
stone which was wet; one foot shot away and he pivoting on 
the other, fell in a sitting attitude with his back against the 
slabby bank and his feet high up on the stepping-stone. 
With every struggle he dropped deeper and tighter into the 
V-shaped cavity, till he was shut up like a pocket-knife 
and his knees were nearly touching his chin. Of course it 
was all Biner's fault for not telling him that the stride was 
so long, that the stone was so slippery, that the water was 
so cold! and language of the most unparliamentary character 
flowed in torrents from his lips. But not for long. The 
bulky frame of the eminent climber fitted so tightly to the 
channel that it formed an effective dam to the stream, which 
rapidly rose until it reached such a level as made eloquence
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both difficult and dangerous. And the magnanimous Biner 
never even smiled!

Addendum.

If it were not totally unsuitable to a Ladies' Journal, 
I should have inserted before the last sentence a rhyme 
made up at the time.

Of coarse abuse abhorrent
B. bore it like a lamb;
For the torrent checked the torrent
And the dam repressed the damn!

[In view of recent speeches at the Ladies' Alpine Club 
Dinner, this rhyme seems not improper for tender eyes and 
delicate ears. Ed.]
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HEYDAY
BY 

B. EDEN-SMITH.

SHE speaks of herself as being " in my sixteenth year " 
because it sounds a little nearer the age which the
Pinnacle Club requires as a minimum for membership, 

but as a matter of fact her fifteenth birthday was a very recent 
affair when she came to spend a week with me in the Summer. 
Up to this time she had never set foot on a mountain much 
less a rock and her knowledge of things montane was con 
fined to a smattering of names and scraps which she had 
heard in her elders' conversation, and which had mostly 
drifted in at one ear and out at the other. It is true she had 
christened her bedroom '' Pillar Cove '' on account of a large 
photograph of the West Face of Pillar which hangs on the 
wall, for it is also true that one of her relatives has a close 
acquaintance with every route on the famous Rock. But of 
fells a'nd rocks in reality she had no first-hand knowledge, and 
it was not till one day during this visit, when we had been 
scrambling about on our multi-ridged roof for amusement and 
I had seen her perch with complete unconcern on an airy 
chimney pot, that I thought of suggesting a day on the crags. 
The suggestion was hailed with enthusiasm and the following 
Sunday immediately nominated for the expedition. Some 
kind of climbing raiment for her then became -the question of 
the hour, and all my things were laid out and inspected. Most 
of them were hopelessly too big and produced some queer 
effects at their trying on, but eventually an ancient and baggy 
pair of flannel trousers was chosen, which, turned up several 
times at the ankles and belted into pleats round the waist, 
seemed to be the best we could do. A shirt and a shapeless 
Shetland pullover completed an outfit which delighted her 
uncritical soul and certainly gave plenty of freedom to her 
limbs. Actually, the only item which really fitted was her 
own pair of gym shoes.

Sunday came at last and with it a blaze of sunshine to 
match the ardour of Youth on the Verge of Adventure. 
Breakfast was hustled over with indecent speed, bits of bread
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and cheese were clamped together in hastily made" sandwiches, 
and these and ropes and boots and Youth were bundled into 
the back seat of our little car. Youth male and more 
mature, but still youth  was at the wheel, so the twenty mile 
run to Coniston was also taken at an indecent pace. At one 
point a distant glimpse of Dow Crags came into view and: 
" That's where we are going to climb " was shouted to Youth 
in the back seat. " Ooh! is it?" she replied, trying to peer 
out of the swaying window and clinging to the slippery 
cushion as we rocked round the corner. Poor young Youth! 
She emerged rather white and subdued when we reached our 
halting place, not, be it said, from fear, but from the interior 
qualms occasioned by our tempestuous travel. All the para 
phernalia was pulled out to be distributed for carrying among 
the three of us, and, prompted by dim recollections of the 
thrill it had given me in early days to carry a coiled rope, 
I asked Youth if she would take one for me. Memory had 
evidently not failed me in the cue, for the rope was accepted 
with beaming acquiescence. A funny little figure she looked, 
her slim form wrapped in the voluminous flannel trousers and 
shapeless woolly, with the rope hanging loosely from shoulder 
to thigh. She was entirely content, however, both with her 
equipment and all else, and it was a happy party which turned 
into the stony lane leading to the Fells. And now Youth fell 
silent. She just flitted along beside us with short springy 
stride, half listening to our talk of this and that and half 
absorbed in thoughts of her own. I wondered what those 
thoughts were and made a guess at a mixture of the business 
in hand and conjecture as to what her schoolmates would say 
if they could see her. The opinion of our intimates, especially 
in respect of unusual happenings, is a matter of lively interest 
even to folk of older years than my little friend.

The track up to Dow Crags is a kindly one, all its steeper 
gradients being separated by comparatively level stretches 
where legs and lungs get a welcome rest, and on this day of 
speedy preliminaries, its kindliness was silently blessed by one 
at least of the party. Hidden little Goat's Water came at last 
into view and a few final minutes of scramble and slither over 
the boulder and scree-strewn slopes below the crags brought 
us to the " Shelter Cave " with its paving of ora'nge peel and
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sandwich paper all complete! To-day there was no restful 
halt in this haven, rather an added burst of speed up to the 
base of the Crags themselves. Male Youth, hereafter to be 
known as W. and I conferred : which route should we choose 
for a start? Hypnotised by tradition, I suggested dear old C 
Buttress, the usual first essay for the novice. But the sun 
was shining bravely, the rocks were warn and dry, and, after 
all, C's worn highway was a bit monotonous, so we edged up 
to the right and decided to begin on D. D Buttress, as all 
good Pinnaclers know, starts with a few scrambling pitches 
for which the rope is seldom called into use, but to-day, 
realising that the little novice was someone else's chick for 
whom we were responsible, we tied on properly from the foot. 
W. started up, I followed and then turned to call on Youth. 
I had not far to call, for there she was close behind me, and 
most of the rope between us was trailing in loops down below. 
We all foregathered at the foot of the first real pitch and Youth 
was given a little mild instruction. " Watch the people ahead 
of you," we said, " and you will see the holds which you will 
have to use when your turn comes. And keep an eye on the 
rope and see that it runs out freely and does not catch." 
Gravely and attentively Youth listened, and gravely and 
attentively she watched and paid out the rope as, first W. 
and then I, climbed the pitch. Her turn came and it was our 
turn to watch with interest. Using hands and feet in uncon- 
ciously perfect technique, she moved rhythmically up the 
rock in an effortless progression till she stood calmly beside 
us on the little terrace which runs in from the big mounting 
block on our route to the recesses of Intermediate Gully. 
'' What about leaving D and doing Branch Chimney ?'' said 
our considerably impressed leader. Now, Branch Chimney 
is really a slab about sixty feet long, begins with a very wide 
and awkward stride across Intermediate on to a steep slab 
v.ith minute holds, and is classified in the Dow Crags guide 
as " severe." I had lively recollections myself of coming last 
down it on one occasion and spending a long time on that 
bottom slab and feeling that those minute holds were totally 
inadequate to prevent me from dropping into the gaping throat 
of Intermediate. Nevertheless, Youth had made nothing of 
those first two pitches of D and was totally unconcerned with
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any sensation of height or danger. So we abandoned the 
Ordinary Route and turned to the new attack. Up went W. 
steadily, taking some two-and-a-half minutes to reach the 
belay at the top. In response to his " come on," I lumbered 
across the big stride, found the holds on the slab little more 
satisfying than I had remembered, but, spurred by the atten 
tive eyes of Youth behind me, made a fairly creditable passage 
in, roughly, three-and-a-half minutes. We called down to 
the little figure waiting patiently on the narrow terrace, and 
immediately she began operations. The big stride gave her 
no trouble whatever why, I don't know, for her legs are 
short and the landing is none too good. Over it she came 
like a bird and without any pause proceeded up the slab on 
those midget holds with perfect confidence, using hands and 
feet in delicious balance. No scrabbling or pawing, no inde 
cision, just a continuous upward gliding till she reached us  
in one minute forty seconds! " And that's that," murmured 
W. He and I bridled. I don't exactly know what bridling 
is, but anyhow, we did what I have always imagined it to be. 
Something must be done about this upstart Youth; she must 
learn that rock climbing can be difficult. We would go down 
something and see what she could do on descent; novices 
always found going down very trying, and Blizzard Chimney 
would be a good test. Meanwhile, as Branch had brought us 
out on the upper part of C Buttress, we finished its final 
pitches and forgathered on Easy Terrace to congratulate 
Youth on her first climb.

We decided to send her first down Blizzard; then she 
would have to find the holds for herself and negotiate the 
awkward lower section out of sight of her companions. The 
only advice I gave was that she should stop when she came 
to a place where she could do so comfortably, and in a very 
few moments her small voice piped up that she was "all right 
here." I joined her and watched her smoothly careful 
descent of the next pitch, noticing with joy the assured way 
in which she kept her body well away from the rock while 
looking down for the holds. Her little head sank out of sight 
beneath the overhanging section, and once more the piping 
voice floated up: " There are some lovely holds down here," 
followed almost immediately by the information: " I'm down
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now, Mrs. Eden." Blizzard Chimney, as an example of the 
difficulty of descent, was a complete failure!

We slithered down the Cave Pitch in Easter Gully and, 
after a belated lunch, wandered round to B Buttress where 
Giant's Corner caught our attention. This is only a short 
climb, but of somewhat different calibre from those we had 
been on in the morning. The start, up a steep wall with 
uncomfortably placed holds, is decidedly awkward, and here 
Youth met with her first check. It was not the angle of the 
rock, nor the awkward holds, nor any sudden sense of fear 
which caused the trouble. It was simply her trousers. One 
or two of the numerous turn-ups had treacherously become 
unfolded, the little foot had disappeared in a grey flannel 
tunnel, and Youth was wondering mildly why that nice look 
ing foothold was so hard to stand up on. " Press sensation! 
Footless lady goes rock-climbing," sang out our callous 
leader. There was nothing for it but to descend on two hands 
and one leg and re-fold the offending garment. After that 
all went well and even the very strenuous top pitch, which 
left me with tired arms, was easily passed by our little 
featherweight. At the same time, I think she found this 
climb more difficult than anything else we had done, probably 
because it entailed some stiff arm-pulling. At any rate we 
felt that she had had enough for her first day's climbing.

She had made a wonderful start. Blessed with an abso 
lutely sound head for height, with a light, lithe body, and 
with perfect natural balance, to her rock climbing came as 
easily as to walk up and down stairs comes to the average 
person. She had been happy in every minute of it, for, 
though she said little, one could sense a kind of serene delight 
about her all day. It is true that conditions had been ideal 
for her initiation, and that climbing was a vividly new experi 
ence of a rather thrilling order which would make a fine tale 
to relate to her school friends, but somehow one felt there was 
more than this in it for her, and that mountains and their 
crags would not be just a passing craze. The heyday of 
youth has many temporary enthusiasms, but our companion 
of this summer's day seemed to, fit into it all too well for one 
to think that it would be merely an incident for her.

That is still in the lap of the gods.
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BY 

E. H. DANIELL.

A DEM AND for a'n article from the editor of the Journal 
is a startling reminder of how little climbing I have 
lately done which can be of any interest to other mem 

bers of the Pinnacle Club and, lacking anything new to report, 
I am driven back to memories of the early climbing days of 
one who can, alas, truthfully describe herself as an old climber.

Those days now seem so remote that they may have 
gathered some of the charm of antiquity. Motor cars were 
luxuries in which only the rich could indulge, a woman in 
knickerbockers was an object of derision or shame. Even as 
late as 1913 I was waylaid on the slopes of Cader Idris by 
what I feared was an indignantly modest female, but, to my 
surprise, this enlightened creature wanted to congratulate me 
on my good sense in having discarded a skirt, a proof that, 
in those days, this was still an unusual thing to do. But the 
skirt was decently worn for as long as possible, the'n hidden 
under a rock or carried in a neat bundle, as circumstances 
decreed. Just before the war, people on the road near 
Ogwen, would walk backwards for quite a long way, in 
astonishment and mirth at the sight of my sister and me in 
our corduroy breeches. And now, young women, taking an 
ordinary tramp across country, find it necessary to array 
themselves in most unbecoming shorts!

Up to the time of the war, it was possible to have a fort 
night's holiday at one of the farm houses in the Ogwen valley, 
at the cost (including railway fare from London) of £5! And 
what holidays they were! Staying there, one was really out 
of the world. There were no buses, very few cars, and thank 
Heaven, no wireless. We never had and never wanted a 
newspaper. We were young and we did not mind hard 
chairs and perpetual mutton and, whatever else we did with 
out, we had perfect freedom. We might have to wait a long 
time for our breakfast, but unpunctuality has its advantages, 
and we could stay out all day, return at nine o'clock for tea 
and a bathe in the stream, and eat our mutton an hour later.

The summers of 1911 and 1913 were wonderfully dry
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and hot and the holidays of those years remain in the memory 
as weeks when we had no anxieties, even about the weather, 
and could bathe and climb to our hearts' content. Where 
have such summers gone? Or do we only think they have 
gone because the capacity for enjoyment has lessened?

There was no means, except by walking, of getting to 
Gorphwysfa, if we wanted to do a'ny climbing in that district, 
and we were restricted to Tryfaen and the Glyders, with an 
occasional visit to Craig yr Ysfa, with a bathe in the lovely 
Llyn Llugwy, now so sadly spoilt, but we could not have had 
a better playground. The buttresses of Tryfaen were, as they 
still are, a never-failing delight. It seems, on looking back, 
as though it was always hot enough to lie in the heather 
between pitches and as though there were always bilberries to 
eat. We have sat on the Belle Vue Terrace late in the after 
noon, and seen old Mr. Thomas, of Gwern-y-Gof Uchaf, setting 
off in his pony cart to fetch our dinner from Betheseda. 
There was no hurry on his part or on ours, and we could 
dawdle down the Cwm in the fading light and the conscious 
ness that there was no such thing as time.

My first sight of Tryfaen was in 1906 when R. B. Hen- 
derson and I left the family party which was staying at 
Barmouth, took the train to Port Madoc and bicycled up to 
Pen-Y-Gwryd, and as we went over the windy flats, we saw 
the little black peak shoot up. We reached the top by the 
North Ridge, a disappointingly heathery ascent, after that 
reeky promise, but we were not climbers, though we hoped to 
be, some day, and we looked at the buttresses and gullies 
and wondered if we should ever climb them.

For two summer holidays we stayed with our families at 
Barmouth and scrambled on Cader Idris, Duffws and the 
Rhinogs. For the first, we had to take the train to Dolgelly; 
for the others, to Penmaenpool, and I think there can be no 
lovelier walk than the one up the Mynach valley. We would 
start early on a September morning, when there was a feeling 
of frost in the air, and walk for miles along the heathery track, 
passing a few farm houses and a shooting box and then no 
human habitations except the ruined cottages 'near the 
deserted mines. Sometimes we would break off to make a 
way up the face of Duffws, at others we would go on to Llyn
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Bi and drop over the ridge to the beautiful, lonely little Llyn 
Hwell with Rhinog Fach at its back. Then there was a 
downward scramble through heather of great height and thick 
ness and wonderful bloom, tea at Colonel Jones' Farm, and a 
six mile walk to catch the last train at Dyffryn.

When we came across rocks we thought we could climb, 
we climbed them, but neither of us had ever seen a climbing 
rope and when we got into difficulties, we pushed or pulled 
each other! It was all very easy from a climber's point of 
view, but naturally it was very exciting to us, and what rocks 
we got, we worked very hard for, with a train ride and a six 
or seven mile walk behind, and much the same in front of us.

In the following year we felt that we were really within 
reasonable distance of the higher hills, for we stayed at Llan- 
fairfechan, and two or three times a week we bicycled up to 
Ogwen. Somehow or other, the wind was always against us 
and I was in a shaking condition when we arrived. This 
persistence at last attracted the attention of a climber who was 
staying at Ogwe'n Cottage. I think he imagined that we were 
ignorantly endangering our lives. This was not so, for we 
had not attempted anything that could be called a moderate 
climb but, whatever he may have thought, like all good 
climbers, he was touched by our enthusiasm, and offered to 
take us up the Milestone Buttress a few days later.

It is impossible to describe what that invitation meant to 
us. Only people who have been struggling along by them 
selves, with the vaguest hope of getting any help, can under 
stand the excitement, the almost sleepless night before the 
great day and the prayers for fine weather. The prayers were 
answered. We did our fifteen miles of pedalling and were 
met by the heroes who were to take us up the climb.

There were five of us, with two ropes. I was on the first 
one, led by Mr. Bishop, and I shall always be grateful to him 
for the completeness with which he ignored me. I do not 
mean that he failed to take proper care of me but, to any 
feebly piped enquiry7 as to how to do a pitch, he invariably 
replied " I just came up."

I think that was the wisest answer he could have made. 
He was not cheery and encouraging and instructive: he let 
me find my own way and my own holds and, though I was
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certainly dangling in the big chimney, what pitches I did 
climb without help I was allowed to do without a word of 
advice either.

After that, we bought a rope and we bought climbing 
books. We had the good fortune to fall in with Dr. Barlow 
who took us up several climbs which we always tried to lead 
ourselves as soon as possible afterwards. When he had taken 
us up the North Buttress on Tryfaen, we returned to it, with 
out him, on the next day, and climbed it, changing the lead 
at each pitch: the day after, we did it again, each leading the 
pitch the other had led before.

And so we went on, getting help here and there, but 
gradually becoming bolder and attempting climbs we had 
not seen before. I often think of those days when I see 
complete novices being led up difficult climbs by experienced 
leaders. I do not mean to suggest that my particular kind 
of training is the best. A climber is more or less born, not 
made, and will climb well if it is in him, in whatever way he 
starts, but one does appreciate the things one has worked hard 
to get, and I still have some of that early sense of being 
privileged, when I am on a climb. What I do think of 
definite value, however, is that people who are often turned 
back on a climb by fear and inexperience, necessarily learn 
to climb down.

If I may humbly offer a word of advice" to beginners, I 
would say that climbing down should be practised. A friend 
of mine lately led a novice up a moderate climb, in perfect 
confidence and security, but when she was obliged to descend 
it, she found herself in serious difficulties. I hope she has 
learnt wisdom, for she has always refused to go down a pitch 
if she could possibly avoid it. And climbing down is a 
delight in itself. I foresee the day when I shall walk up a 
mountain by the easiest way and go down the climb. There 
is less effort in it and, personally, I find a peculiar charm in 
that kind of balance and in the necessity to look down, instead 
of up, for holds.

And not very much further off is the day when I shall not 
climb at all, but these good memories will remain.
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IN THE JOTUNHEIM
BY 

D. C. HUTSON.

THERE is a Norse legend which foretells the final des 
truction of the world, ice and snow will cover the face 
of the earth, and the last blade of grass and the last 

man perish on the equator: cold will crack earth asunder and 
the dead rock fragments hurtle through space, when Balder 
god of brightness dies, and Fimbul-Winter returns again to 
sovereignty. Fimbul-Winter was surely a deity of the Jot- 
unheim, leagued with the Jotuns, those giants who warred 
against Goth and Svear ; a Norwegian nagivator named 
Ottar is said to have told King Alfred of this race, and 
amongst the records of King Alfred is a poem describing 
them as mountain magicians, and the warfare as a contest 
between the celestial deities (the peoples of the valleys), and 
the evil genii. Back in England I can hear again an echo of 
those legends, had not giants in battle hurled rock upon rock 
across the uplands, and Fimbul-Winter ordained that earth 
should lie frozen beneath the glaciers? The Jotunheim lies 
in the southern section of the mountain mass which practically 
forms the Norwegian peninsular, and contains the highest 
peaks in the range. It rises directly north-east of the head 
of the Sogn Fiord, on the line of a crow's flight 120 miles 
north-east of Bergen. It is a barren land, there 
are no villages or farms, there is scarcely an acre of soil 
for cultivation: the valleys are narrow clefts in the moun 
tains, a passage-way for the rushing streams, and the lakes, 
which break the monotony of the grey wastes of stone, have 
no life, no duck or moorhen race on their surface, no reed 
border the edges: rock, snow and ice, hold the earth in 
bondage.

The Norwegian Touring Club have built huts as oasis in 
the wilderness. They are situated usually by a lake or river, 
five to nine hours' walk apart, and they have all the comfort 
of small inns: the beds are good, the food is good, and 
mid-dag, the meal of the day, can be had at any time 
between two in the afternoon and nine at night that one 
happens to arrive; their tenants are a delightful people,
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most of whom speak English or German, or, when they do 
not, do their best to comprehend Babellian Norwegian. 
Turtegro, which does not belong to the Club, but is an 
independent hotel, is equally comfortable, and an excellent 
place for headquarters. It is two and a half hours' walk 
up a good track from Fortun above Skjolden, at the head 
of the Lyster fiord, and one's luggage can be carried up in 
the local two-wheeled cart. The hotel is set on the hillside, 
amongst rock and wortleberry; a river runs down the valley 
and is joined by a stream from the Skagastolstind brae; cows, 
goats and chicken wander on the surrounding grass slopes: 
to the east is the snow humpback of Fanaraaken, and to the 
south stand the thiee serrated peaks of the Skagostoltinderne.

The day after our arrival was blessed: Norway is notori 
ous for its rain, but in June of 1929 the Gods were in fair 
weather mood. We had walked up Fanaraaken, by a steep 
track over heather and rock, culminating in snow at the top. 
The views were magnificent, to the north-east Glittertind 
thrust a pointed spire of snow into a clear blue sky, to the 
south rose the massif of the Skagostoltinderne and Ringstin- 
derne, with white clouds, compact and curly like the 
shorn wool of lambs hovering over them there was hardly a 
breath of wind and in the distance to the west, the Sognfiord 
lay like a haze beneath the skyline. It was hot, the sun was 
bleaching our backs, and we grew thirstier and thirstier. As 
we waded in the soft snow near the summit, a voice accosted 
us " Wollen sie trinken gehabt?" we stopped; had we heard 
the word " trinken " correctly? in our surprise we were 
dumb, and for seconds impolitely stared at the speaker as 
though he were an apparition. " Sind sie nicht Deutsh?", 
he said. "No, English," and then he beamed and shaking 
hands vehemently said " So am I, from Camberwell. Come 
and have a raspberry squash." There is a meteorological 
survey hut on Fanaraaken, and we sat on our host's bunk 
and drank, while he told us how good it is to live on the top 
of a mountain and watch the stars, for three months in the 
year. Before we left he took a special observation and fore 
told a long period of fine weather.

We had planned a circular tour, as it was too early for 
climbing, and with such a forecast we hung our mackintoshes
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on a nail, packed a pair of stockings, a bit of soap and a 
Norwegian dictionary in our ruck-sacs, and set forth. Before 
we left England we had been given an idea of a route by a 
Norwegian who had walked in the district, and our destina 
tion on the first day was Krossbu. The path starts almost 
directly behind the hotel and is sufficiently good for the local 
baggage pony. Quickly above the valley one is in country 
typical of the Jotunheim: a little scrub grass grows by the 
track and a stream trickles secretly, beyond are rocks, grey, 
irregular masses, strewn to the foot of the lakes and the 
snow: gone are the larch of the valleys, the low growing 
shrubs and the wild delphinium, only the rein-blom (ranun 
culus glacialis) shows a patch of pink or white. The silence 
advances like a spell, it is a silence of an earth held in chains 
by an almost year-long winter. A buzzard circled Fanaraa- 
ken, a snow finch hopped from stone to stone, we saw the 
paw marks of the small black bear in the snow; but even these 
are rare", and the still land broods undisturbed on its own 
isolation.

Arrived at Krossbu we spent the evening trying to 
persuade the " inn-keeper," who is also a guide, to lead us 
over the Smorstabben glacier the following day; he politely 
shook his head, he had some major project in his mind, and 
met our arguments with an evasive smile. Why would he 
not? The next morning a younger man was introduced as 
guide, and the old man said, with the look in his eye of a 
born teller of tall stories, that he could not come himself 
because he was expecting two thousand reindeer in the valley.

The mist was low over the glacier and the snow was 
soft; it was a monotonous walk, on which one could see little 
beyond the legs of the person in front. On the col large rocks 
stand out of the snow, and here we sat and lunched: we had 
eaten our sandwiches and longed to go on for it was cold, but 
the guide showed no signs of moving; he had become static, 
a limpet on a rock absorbed in his own thoughts, heedless of 
our suggestions and plaints that we should freeze. We dozed 
in a numb sleep, and awoke to hear him halloeing melodiously 
 what at? dim figures appeared ploughing up the slope 
from the direction of Leirvassbu; they unroped, sat down, 
ate, and still we waited. After a thoughtful pipe the Leir-
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vassbu guide suggested that we might like to go on: our 
guide was then not continuing across the glacier? oh! no, he 
would take the other party back to Krossbu, and by this 
arrangement there was no need for either of them to be away 
from home for the night. This was the reason why we had 
sat for two hours on a rock admiring a grey blanket! but 
usually, as the guide pointed out, there were many mountains 
to see, and he would have wiled away the time by telling us 
their names and legends, but one could not talk of a mountain 
that was not visible naturally. Though it may have been 
weariness, or the gloom of the evening, I remember Leir- 
vassbu as an apotheosis of desolation: a long, low, grey 
wooden hut, a chaos of flat grey slabs of rock and an ice- 
coated lake: it was so cold that one's teeth chattered whilst 
one ate fish blanc-mange: an intolerant place, where earth, 
disillusioned, showed only bare bones to the stars, and 
humanity, hearing in the wind a rattle of prison chains, 
buried their heads beneath the bed-clothes, and fled with the 
first light of dawn.

And flight was easy. Skirting the lake, in half an hour 
we had left the chill grey boulders, and found a river valley; 
grass grew, though sparsely, bog-cotton, and Fjeldsmelle. 
We lay in the sun and basked; we washed our entire outfit; 
Q.E. in sheer exuberance of spirit washed her hair. All 
day and all time were ours for the distance was a short one, 
and were we not enclosed in a valley, grass under our reposing 
bodies, and the sun over-head? Our destination, Spiter- 
stulen, was a perfect climax, the last touch to a traveller's 
bliss. It is a delightful hut, built solidly of whole tree trunks, 
the furniture and indoor chimney painted with illustrations 
from Norwegian fairy tales. We sat in rocking-chairs, and 
watched great logs blaze while the smoke curled round the 
feet of giants striding across pyramidal mountains: our food 
was delicate for queens and the beds eider's down: outside 
men sawed wood, and cows lowed softly. We should have 
spent a lifetime there in idle luxury, but we were the victims 
of the walker's flea, perpetual motion, and the next morning 
we left our Nirvana and went on to Glitterheim.

All the discarded rocks of the centuries are piled in chaos 
between Spiterstulen and Glitterheim: rocks ten feet high,
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Brobdingnagian and Lilliputian rocks, square rocks, flat 
rocks, smooth, rough, grotesque rocks, every shape and every 
size, and there is no track. It is not possible to walk; we 
progressed in short delicate steps and long jumps, until 
hypnotised by the sight of rock meeting boots: boots, rock, 
rock, boots, a daft rhythm, yet when I ventured to raise my 
eyes to the horizon crash! and I had fallen off the present 
rock and hit my nose on the" next one. Every half mile we 
stopped, sat down, mopped our brows, spread out the map, 
balanced the compass, and argued about the route: this was 
relaxation, and we argued with the fervour of Shavians  
north-north-east, or east-north-east? I should like to invent 
green and scarlet lizards, and eagles soaring over-head, or a 
fable of reindeer to carry us swiftly from that unrelenting 
wilderness, but there was no sign of life: the Jotuns had 
wiought havoc and left it desolate; if puny man ventured here 
he must jump and stride and step from rock to rock, alone.

Glittertind (the highest mountain of the Jotunheim, 
though it is only the depth of its snow which gives it the 
precedence of its position above Galdhopiggen) is easily 
ascended from the Glitterheim hut. It is a three hours' walk 
through snow, rising first vertically and then traversing along 
the ridge to the summit. There is a word of warning, do not 
walk near the edge of the ridge, for a snow cornice projects 
over the valley, several thousands of feet below, and so sheer 
is this face that were there a lake the cornice would be 
reflected at the very foot of the mountain. It is this latter 
characteristic which makes these mountains so impressive; 
though in actual height they are children when compared with 
the Alps, one face rises precipitously at a right angle from 
the valley below, and the black rock is silhouetted in 
a straight line against the back-ground as though it had been 
split from its surroundings by the blow of a mighty axe.

Crossing the Glitterheim valley the next day, and moun 
ting the slope, we found ourselves in a natural amphitheatre: 
high ridges enclose every side, and that day the wind moved 
ia circles; there was a ceaseless murmur like the sound of a 
distant train, it was the wind searching the gullies; it traversed 
from the north to the east face, from south to west, but only 
to rebound from the rock each time in impotent fury, it was
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trapped. We were driven like motes before the wind, and 
might still be circling that amphitheatre as ghosts, had we not 
found a possible climb up a short but steep pitch on the left 
face of the ridge, at the head of the valley. At the top is 
a grass col, and from here we looked down on to a great lake, 
lying beneath black cliffs: it was utterly still. This lake 
stretches for seventeen miles from Gjendbu to Gjendesheim. 
Not far below the col a river runs into it, and on a sloping 
strip of green grass, stood the flag-staff of the Memerubu hut.

The place names of the Jotunheim are as fascinating as 
fairy stories, kin of the Jaberwock and Pumpenstenkel. 
Who would not travel miles to see a mountain called Gald- 
hoppigen, or to find Memerubu, the grassy oasis, where the 
river racing down a narrow valley meets the still waters of 
the lake, and you can hear the water-troll singing to his wife?

Directly east of Memerubu the rock ridge of Besseggen 
rises 400 feet straight above the lake, and it runs for practi 
cally the whole of the eight miles to Gjendesheim. On its 
western face, 100 feet below, there is a smaller lake, and for 
the first three miles the ridge lies between the two like a 
massive natural causeway; then it towers abruptly to 700 
feet, narrowing till it is scarcely three feet wide; the ascent 
of this is a climb, but a climb of the easiest type with enor 
mous foot and hand holds. The ridge might be compared 
to Crib Goch, but it is different, it has not the pinnacles 
and knife-like edges; it is solid, its towers are four-square, and 
the whole height of the rock face from the lake below 
declares a strength which would remain unscathed through 
centuries of storm. It is magnificent.

On the eighth day we lounged in the motor boat which 
runs from Gjendesheim to Gjendbu, and from there walked 
the short distance to Eidsburgaren.

From Eidsburgaren to Skagodalsboen is a nine hours' 
walk, and one of the best of the route: the country is 
majestic in its bleakness. Rising directly from the valley, the 
track, which is marked by daubs of red paint on the rocks, 
follows a chain of lakes over two succeeding cols; on either 
side rise snow and rock ridges, and the lakes were so still that 
they mirrored every pinnacle and patch of snow in detail. 
At the juncture of two lakes we came to a snow bridge, the
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flow of water was carrying away the underside and the sun 
melting the surface; if we swam the lake, our clothes 
would still be on the wrong side, for even Q.E., the indomit 
able, decreed she could not swim an icy lake with all her 
possessions balanced on her head: should we throw our ruck- 
sacs across to lighten the weight? we probably could not 
throw far enough; but we might eat our lunch on the hypo 
thesis that it is better to die replete than to die hungry; we 
ate. " One floats better," said Q.E., swallowing the last 
morsel, and, picking up her rucksac, walked calmly across; 
when we looked back from the good ground we prayed for 
any man or reindeer who should wish to cross that way later; 
the bridge was slowly sinking. After crossing the last col, 
the track descends through a larch wood, which clings like 
a green skirt to the banks of the river; the slender trees are 
packed so closely together, crowding the more fertile soil, that 
their trunks almost touch. Quite suddenly the copse ends, 
meeting a transverse ravine, and perched on the edge, over 
looking a river rushing 150 feet below, is the Skagodalsboen 
hut.

On the tenth day we crossed the final pass by the south 
shoulder of Fanaraaken. On all the tour, we had not felt a 
ram-drop, or seen a fly, and on this day it was so hot that 
we bathed in every stream and lake we passed. You must 
not walk delicately in or you will freeze, but risk all and 
jump, letting as much of your body hit the water at the same 
instant as possible, for the second you become immersed the 
cold drives the breath out of you in a single gasp: ashore 
again, you start to glow, to simmer, until you are so hot, that 
you plunge in a second, a third, a fourth time, until you feel 
as cool and contented as an oyster.

This account is duller than dogs' bones yet the Jotun- 
heim is a wonderful country. Outline and colour are sharp 
and clear as crystal; even the mists are definite, knowing no 
dreams as the mists of the Western Hebrides. It is austere 
and aloof, looking beyond the fiords to the sea, and magnifi 
cently proud in its armour of snow and rock. In most 
countries in Europe there are signs of population and change, 
but in the heart of the Jotunheim humankind might never 
have existed. If we met people, they were other walkers.
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The isolation is complete; except for a rattle of moving stones, 
the sounds of running water, ice cracking or snow slipping, 
silence holds both mountains and valleys. From the Alps or 
the Pyrenees you look down onto villages, vineyards and 
ploughlands, but here you look down onto slopes of untrodden 
snow, and untenanted lakes imprisoned in a wilderness of 
grey rock. The Jotunheim does not regard man as gold- 
digger, dwarf or politician, it ignores him; no mountains 
have seemed to me so withdrawn in their thoughts as these  
until I climbed, and then, when my hands were actually 
gripping the rock, they relented, as might a Padishanee have 
raised her veil for an importunate courtier.

Back at Turtegro, we arranged with the guide to climb 
the Store Skagostoltind. Half past seven in the morning 
is a good time to start. After crossing the main river the 
track runs up the tributary stream between the Skagostoltin- 
derne and Dyrhaugstinderne, keeping to the left bank of two 
lakes; as we skirted the second, and greater lake, an avalanche 
crashed down, wakening the echoes. On the col, which we 
reached in aj hours, there is a very small hut, with bunks 
and a stove. To the south drops the rock-strewn valley of 
Midtmaradalen, on the east is the lonely peak of Austabot. 
The climb starts on the south face of the most southerly ridge 
of the Skagostoltind, over-looking Midtmaradalen; an easy 
slope of boulders, rather loose, then a traverse to the right 
up easy slabs and more boulders, to a terrace: here we left 
our ice-axes and roped. The first pitch is a spreadeagle slab 
with a small foot-hold on the right, and a wedging hand-crack 
which is only just within reach on the left. The outstanding 
feature of the climb is Vigdal's slab, it juts out from the main 
face of the rock appearing to overhang the Skagostolbrae. 
There is an alternative route, a chimney, which on first inspec 
tion does not offer any means of access, but there is a foot 
hold on the left and an undergrasp hand hold, which enable 
you to stretch your right leg to its full extent, reach a good 
square flat foothold and project yourself into it. From the foot 
of this chimney a short traverse to the left and one is confront 
ed by Vigdal's slab; there is an under-grasp hand-hold, and 
with knees on the slab on a level with one's nose, an effort and 
a short pull, one is across into a scoop: a slab with a crack
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which neatly fits the left foot follows, and the rest is easy 
going to the summit. Although we could see the peaks of the 
lesser Skagostoltmderne, every valley was hidden in mist, the 
mountain appearing only as a ridge of rock above a shroud, 
its precipices hidden so that one lost the impressive sense of 
height, and the sheer drop to the valley below was only a 
drop of a few yards into a white blanket.

East of the Skagostoltinderne stands Dyrhaugstinderne, 
and east of that the Ringsbrae. Years ago the Ringsbrae was 
buried beneath a glacier, and there are photographs at Tur- 
tegro of an expedition, carrying lanterns, walking up the 
tunnel which ran through the heart of the ice from the foot 
of the valley to the end of the brae. In 1929 the ice has 
receded, and the brae is littered with rocks, but at the head 
an ice-fall rises, a glittering cliff, to the col between Dyrhaug- 
stind and Ringstind. The usual way of approaching the 
Ringstind is by skirting this ice-fall by the rocks on the left, 
and gaining the snow col above it, but our guide was keen to 
attack the fall itself, and we were delighted at the prospect 
of a new ascent. The fall looks formidable, it is about 180 
feet high, and intersected with a maze of crevasses. We had 
been a few feet onto it with a party of Englishmen two days 
before because they wanted to try their skill at cutting steps in 
real hard blue ice: on the more level spaces there was a coating 
of soft snow. The first pitches proved fairly easy, as the 
crevasses were V-shaped, narrowing at the eastern end, and 
we were able to step across and find good stances after each 
abrupt ascent, but about three quarters of the way up the 
crevasses became wider and more numerous, and intersected 
the fall at every angle. Standing on a pinnacle of ice in the 
very mouth of a crevasse, the guide had cut steps in the face, 
and managed by a diagonal traverse to negotiate an ominous 
looking snow cornice, and gain the next snow covered land 
ing-stage; it was narrow, but there was room to sit in the sun 
and eat raisins. Our resting place proved to be a fool's 
paradise; below us the snow cornice over-hung the face we 
had just surmounted, at the west end of the tongue we looked 
down a crevasse five or six feet wide into depths of jagged 
pinnacles and knife like ridges of blue ice, and on the south, 
which was our correct route for the attack, a perpendicular
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wall rose on the far side of the crevasse : we walked along the 
rim three or four times, but could find no sign of a snow bridge 
or projecting buttress of ice to assist us. The guide did not 
like the prospect of going back, and he finally decided to 
attack the wall at a spot where it looked as though he might 
be able to reach within a few inches of the top, with his ice- 
axe stretched at arm's length above him: he cut four steps 
carefully in the wall, stepped across the crevasse and up, and 
then, balancing on his steps, struck first one ice-axe and then 
a second into the face above him, and pulled himself to the 
top. His absolutely perfect balance was a marvel to watch; 
the Norwegians seem capable of poising on a pin-point, and 
they say it is the result of ski-ing from infancy. Q.E. and I 
got across without being actually pulled, but we had the 
security of the rope above us, and admit that we both landed 
flat on our faces. After that, the rest of the ice-fall went 
well, and we reached the col at the scheduled time for lunch. 
The ascent from the col is up a steep snow slope, which the 
guide said needed care and quiet, as the snow is thin on the 
rock near the top and avalanches are easily started: at the 
top a narrow rock ridge runs to the peak of the Ringstind, 
where you can sit and dangle your feet over the valley between 
it and Austabot.

I should like to climb Austabot, the three-sided cone 
shape of its peak stands so clearly limned against the sky, 
with sheer slopes of black rock dropping to the valleys below. 
It might be the insignia of the Jotunheim, an emblem of that 
land of mountains not high, as height is measured, but 
impressive because of their sheerness and their isolation, 
standing aloof and incorruptible above this land of grey rock, 
and snow, of ice-bound lakes, and narrow valleys. Writers 
discuss the personality of lands, but the old legends are wise. 
The Jotunheim is proud in its isolation, unrelenting towards 
mankind was it not the home of the Jotuns, those gods of 
old who could prosper, none knew how, in its stony wastes, 
and bring destruction by storm and avalanche from the 
wilderness? So awe was born in the hearts of the dwellers 
iii the valley.
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THREE MODEST PEAKS
BY 

MARJORIE WOOD.

THIS is not a story of mighty peak-bagging, it is merely 
an account of a jolly day, spent on three of the highest 
hills in Yorkshire.

We started late from the Inn at Chapel-le-dale; the 
morning was wet and mist covered the hills; not a great 
inducement for an early start. Seven of us set out up the 
fell towards Ingleborough, our first objective, and after 
crossing the curious plateau of limestone which encircles the 
mountain, soon arrived at the steep slope leading to the 
summit. Here, we all took a sudden interest in the view 
behind us; but as most of it was obscured, we had no excuse 
to linger, and had to plod on up to the ridge, where an easy 
tiack led to the top.

By this time, the sun had appeared, and four of us, 
realizing that after all we were going to have a good day, 
made a dash to the cairn, retracing our steps, to meet the 
others coming up. Our sudden attack of energy must have 
impressed them, for they told us to go ahead and leave them 
to follow on. One of them however forgot that we carried 
her lunch! So the four of us made a bee-line for our next 
peak, Penyghent, crossing over the peaty moorland by a 
series of leaps, from one tussock to another. After a steep 
descent, we came to the limestone region again, and followed 
a pleasant, grassy track, which wound through the rocks, 
and led us to the valley, and the village of Horton-in-Ribbles- 
dale, where we called at the Inn for a rest and a drink.

After a time we strolled out of the Inn and followed a 
lane, only to leave it again shortly to make for Penyghent. 
Luckily, however, before we were out of sight we noticed 
three people coming through the village at a furious pace. 
Seeing that they belonged to us, and remembering that the 
foremost was the owner of the lunch we carried, we thought 
it only kind to wait, so ate our own lunches to save time 
later. After restoring the lunch to its rightful owner, a 
pleasing ceremony for both parties, we left the others for the 
last time and made our way across fields on to the moor.
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The party we left behind us seemed fated to be unfortu 
nate over meals, for later, they told us a pathetic story of 
how they came down from Penyghent in search of tea, and 
called at farmhouse after farmhouse, finding them locked up 
and no one about; how at one deserted farm, the cows came 
mournfully mooing round them, asking to be milked, and 
and how the hens ran eagerly forward hoping to be fed. 
Eventually they obtained tea at the last farm, the occupants 
having returned from a " Show " in the village, then, they 
made directly for the Inn, leaving Whernside to be climbed 
another day. One cannot blame them for omitting this 
third peak, for after the missing lunch on Ingleborough, and 
the trouble over tea on the way from Penyghent, almost any 
thing might have happened on Whernside, to prevent them 
reaching the Inn and their dinner!

To return to our more fortunate selves; we crossed the long 
slope of moor, out of which Penyghent rises abruptly, looking 
fortress-like with its sides of steep rock and flat summit; then 
scrambled up a gully to the top of the hill. As a cool wind 
was blowing, we only rested for a few minutes at the cairn, 
then with hopeful glances towards Whernside, our last peak, 
which looked an infinite distance away, up the valley, we 
ran down the hill, and made for Hull Pot, a wide pot-hole 
which lay on our route. Beyond this we dropped into the 
valley of Ribblesdale once more, where the lanes and fields 
were a welcome change after the rough ground above.

Our chief impressions of this stage of the journey con 
cerned loose stone walls, and bulls. Each lane we walked 
along, seemed to have a sudden urge to climb to the hills 
again before we had walked very far, and we had to leave 
it, always at a point where there was no gate, and cross 
numerous fields to the next lane. In these fields we encoun 
tered the bulls, ferocious looking specimens. Once or twice, 
on arriving at the top of a tottering wall, we met one, 
snorting up at us and compelling a hasty retreat. Crossing 
a field, we came upon two farmers driving a bull, so we 
walked behind them at a discreet distance, until we reached 
a gate on the far side: one of the farmers held this open, 
and we walked through, murmuring our thanks: but to our 
horror, on turning round, we found the bull being driven
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through after us! We arrived at the next gate very quickly, 
and closed it behind us with relief.

Approaching Whernside, the valley became more wild, 
the moors seemed to sweep down towards us, and Ribble- 
head, which lies at the foot of the moors, with its grey 
viaduct and solitary Inn, only accentuated the loneliness 
around. We crossed under the viaduct, skirted a low hill, 
and came upon a group of farmhouses which had the steep 
side of Whernside for a background. We called at one farm 
for tea, and until it was ready, sat on the low, stone wall 
outside and amused ourselves by watching the swarms of 
children playing around, and trying to assort them into 
families. We had just arranged a family of straight haired 
children to our satisfaction, and were starting upon a more 
picturesque group, when we were called in to tea.

The sun had already disappeared behind Whernside, 
when, eventually we left the farm. The mellow glow of 
evening was steali'ng over the hillsides. There was no 
definite track to the top so we followed one of the ghylls for 
a time until it narrowed and lost itself upon the moor. Then 
we traversed across and up a steep scree slope, to the summit. 
The tall cairn forms a splendid view point, and resting place. 
A perfect sunset blazed over the sea, which shone like a 
strip of gold in the distance, while the friendly outline of the 
Lake Hills, just appeared through the haze. The view 
towards the East, was a riot of colour, the fells were varied 
shades of purple, with indigo shadows creeping over them; 
rosy banks of cloud changed colour every moment, and the 
twin sentinels, Ingleborough and Penyghent, stood guard 
over all.

Reluctantly, we left the fascinating scene, and ran most 
of the way, down easy, grassy, slopes, to the valley, where 
it was already dusk. We made our way across the fields, 
which led to the very door of the Inn, where the lamp light 
shone out to welcome us back.

[The accompanying photograph was taken at the Sep 
tember Meet. It shows the beds of water-worn limestone on 
the lower slopes of Ingleborough with Pinnaclers pulling ferns 
out of the deep chinks.]
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MOUNTAINEERING IN 
THE CAPE

BY 
M. LEAR.

T ABLE Mountain, or, as it is more often referred to by 
its climbers, simply, the Mountain, makes an excellent 
practice ground for beginners in the art of climbing. 

To anyone who has visited the Cape it is obvious why moun 
taineering has become such a popular pastime with the South 
Africans. The situation of Cape Town, hemmed in between 
the Mountain and the sea, makes these two the obvious play 
grounds for her citizens. It is but an isolated plateau, 
descending by a lower ridge of less majestic peaks to Cape 
Point, but there is no restriction on the number and class of 
routes to be ascended. Over three hundred different climbs 
are recorded in the Mountain Club's catalogue, which is handy 
for reference at their Club room. Most of the Cape Town 
members are within walking distance of Kloof Nek, a favourite 
rendezvous for expeditions; so that a Saturday or Sunday may 
be spent in this strenuous recreation without much expendi 
ture of time or money in getting there. Added to this, the 
climate is all in favour of such a hobby. The rain keeps 
fairly well to the three winter months, and usually can be seen 
approaching in the early morning; the rock, on the whole, is 
sound, hard sandstone, with no great fluctuation in tempera 
ture to cause cracking. In this last respect the Cape Town 
climbers have a considerable advantage over the Natal 
climbers, whose chief range, the Drakensberg with its peaks 
over eleven thousand feet, and its proximity to the Tropics, 
is rendered dangerous in most places by unsound rock, due 
to the quick changes from day to night temperature.

A natural consequence of all these advantages is that 
climbing in the Cape is by no means limited to expert crags 
men, although the exertion required for any moderately 
difficult climb restricts it to those who have some love of the 
mountains for their beauty, if not for the sport of climbing. 
The South African club expresses its purpose in its name; it 
is a mountaineering club rather than a climbing club. The
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ultimate object of one's day's work on Table Mountain is 
always to reach the plateau, and the route to the summit will 
be chosen in accordance with the taste and ability of the party 
involved. There is no need in the Cape to climb the grassy 
slopes of a mountain first, and then to look for some rocky 
pinnacle to be scaled. Almost any type of rock climbing can 
be fitted into a route to the summit. Then the party will 
certainly demand a siesta in the heat of the day; and the 
descent will be made in the evening, but not too late as dark 
ness falls quickly, once the sun has set.

There are no professional guides to be obtained in Cape 
Town, and there is no need for them, as the Mountain Club 
contains a number of expert cragsmen who are most willing 
to conduct parties of novices. Besides these private parties, 
the club organizes climbs of varying degrees of difficulty, and 
these are attended by anything up to one hundred members. 
Being on the spot, those who do pioneer work have excellent 
opportunities of attacking a difficult route again and again, 
or can wait for favourable weather. The Mountain Club 
Annual, 1930, records twelve new routes which vary from 
'' very difficult " to " very severe,'' by the standard of British 
climbing. Climbs are graded from A to E in the South 
African records.

Although almost every type of climb can be encountered 
in the Cape, as it can in the Lakes; yet each district has one 
type of climb in particular. While the English Lakes give 
excellent practice, the writer believes, in chimneys, cracks and 
short climbs of concentrated difficulty, the usual type of ascent 
on Table Mountain consists of face climbs on rocks of the 
large buttress type, connected by short grass slopes, and, 
sometimes, horizontal cracks which afford a " stomach " 
traverse. There are vertical cracks too, in these bare rock 
faces, but they are usually shallower, and more open than 
those in the Lakes. The difficulties of climbing in South 
Africa are more often those presented by the actual rocks, 
and lack of irregularities in their smooth surface, than due 
to adverse weather conditions. Perhaps owing to shorter 
pitches of rock than in the Lakes, and partly due to a scarcity 
of good belays, the Cape climbers seldom have more than 
two people tied to a rope at a time. More often than not,
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the leader climbs without any belay, but the second man 
will pay out the rope gradually as he climbs. Then the 
second man will climb up to the leader, detach the rope, and 
send it down to the next man, and so on.

The upper Table of the Mountain presents an almost 
vertical wall to Cape Town, and on this face there are the 
longest, and some of the most exposed climbs; but the recently 
elected cable railway to the summit has rendered many of 
these unpopular, if not impossible. The Eastern end of the 
upper table is connected by a saddle to a slightly lower 
pinnacle, Devil's Peak. From the saddle there are some 
interesting short climbs up the main block of rock which 
forms the upper table. The flanks of the Mountain face East 
and West, over the Cape Flats to False Bay on the one side, 
and to the Atlantic Ocean on the other. The False Bay side 
contains less excitement than the other, but is worth climbing 
for the beauty of the many wooded gullies which give access 
to the summit. Some of the buttresses between these gullies 
are as yet unclimbed. The dense undergrowth on their lower 
slopes does not tempt the cragsman to risk his limbs and his 
temper in struggling through thick bush only to encounter an 
impossible overhanging buttress of rock when he emerges. 
Some of the gullies, however, offer climbs of considerable 
interest and marvellous beauty.

The Atlantic side of the Mountain is by far the most popu 
lar, and certainly offers every facility for exhibitions of crags- 
ma nship. There are few trees except in the shallow ravines, 
and the bare rock emerges much lower from its thin covering 
of soil than on the more sheltered Eastern side.

The weather on the whole is good, but the plateau is 
often covered with cloud, the well known " Table Cloth," 
while Cape Town, below, is bathed in sunshine. Then one 
is glad to shelter and to feed in the Mountain Club Hut, where 
there are all the facilities for spending a night on the top. 
Wind, too, sometimes makes the more exposed routes danger 
ous. The South East trade wind will blow for several days 
en end, sweeping the " cloth " over the edge of the Table in 
huge cascades, which look beautiful from below, but make a 
journey across the Mountain dangerous for those who do not 
know the land-marks well.
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A LADY'S PLAINT
BY 

E. LOWE.

There are places in the mountains where I come all over
queer, 

Where I lose all thought for others, and omit to call them
" dear,"

Where I altogether cease from behaving as I should; 
Doing things non-climbing friends would not believe I could!

There's a chimney on Tryfaen . . . The Central's final
gash . . .

Where, when I'm offered shoulders, I proceed to make a hash 
Of the owner's shirt and collar-bone, and anything she offers, 
And haven't got a thought beyond the safety she proffers.

There's a wall above Llyn Idwal where grows a lusty holly- 
tree,

Where, by the time I've picked my way, I'm feeling fearful 
solit'ry,

You won't believe the way I fling my arms around the poor 
old thing,

. . . And quite forget to pipe up " Come " to my poor 
second, frozen dumb.

There's a place on Clogwyn Ddisgl where a second man
should sit,

Paying out a patient rope a careful bit by bit; 
With a fine spray show'r bath playing down his neck and

o'er his head . . . 
Well, when I am that second man I somehow leave the

river-bed!

There are places where you really aren't yourself:
There are places where you didn't ought to be:
(One's a straight Cumbrian mantelshelf I omitted from my

other verses three)
Places fit for hero, heroine and saint, 
Places fit for lots of sorts of people that I ain't . . . 
Places fit for bathing-belles and certainly for sea-men, 
Places fit for Ariels, and p'raps for real good he-men . . .

But not for a lady:
Not for a nice young girl!
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CHRISTMAS DAY ON 
TABLE MOUNTAIN

BY 
DOROTHEA CAMPBELL.

H IGH up on the mountain top, away from the clamour 
and heat of Cape Town, buffeted by a stiff wind and 
relishing the invigorating air, five of us reached the 

top of Table Mountain, 3,000 feet above sea level, after a 
fairly stiff climb. We had left our various offices at 5 
o'clock on Christmas Eve, changed hurriedly into climbing 
kit, shouldered our knapsacks and set off on the climb. We 
were fleeing from the forced festivities and over-feeding of 
our residential hotels, and gloried in the feeling of escape. 
We took a route that meant no rope work, as we were tired 
and wantd to reach the top before dark.

As we left the stifling town the air became clearer and 
crisper, and by the time we reached the top, it was really 
cold. Cold at Christmas: what a joy!

The sun sank below us in a pink and golden blaze 
leaving a trail of glory behind, that lasted until we reached 
the Mountain Club Hut, a weatherproof shack nestling under 
the lee of a giant crag. Before us stretched a limitless view 
of peaks and buttresses with pine trees and a reservoir near 
by, and the sea below gradually darkening from opal tints 
to navy.

To our joy we had the Hut to ourselves. There we were 
swung between earth and sky, free of conventions, drinking 
deep of the stimulating air and, very soon, of even more 
stimulating coffee.

Our meal over, and on a mattress made of 12 blankets 
folded double, we lay with our toes to a roaring fire of wood 
collected on our way up. The blankets we had not carried; 
54 are provided in the hut. We used them all that night, 
so entirely English was the climate. We thought of the land 
lubbers down below sweltering in the heat.

In the midst of our carol singing came a knock at the 
door. Who could it be? Another searcher for peace? We 
opened, and in came an elderly stranger.
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48 CHRISTMAS DAY ON TABLE MOUNTAIN

" Welcome, Father Christmas," we shouted, and Father 
Christmas he has been to us ever since.

He was a stranger to South Africa, and, like us, had 
fled the town. Not being a member of the Mountain Club 
he had gone to a nearby shack, but seeing a light, like a 
true Father Christmas he came over with his gifts. And 
what gifts! When he had joined the blanketed throng, been 
regaled with coffee and lighted his pipe, he began his dis 
tribution. Jewels of poetry fell from his lips. Flecker, parts 
of Hassan, the Song of Solomon, W. H. Davies, Stevenson, 
comedy in jokes and paradies; songs lighthearted and sad, 
the story of his life. Each made a gift more choice than 
the last, and it was nearly two o'clock on Christmas morning 
before we let him go.

Next day he joined us on our excursion to one of the 
highest peaks of the mountain. We dragged and pushed him 
up the tricky bits and, as we lay basking in glorious sun 
shine, having eaten our Christmas pudding (complete with 
holly) we regaled him with songs and stories until it was 
time to descend. Below us lay the glistening sea waiting 
the transfiguration of sunset. A rare sight, a sailing ship, 
moved slowly round the bend into Table Bay, the Lion's 
Head peak crowned with dark grey rock and encircled with 
black-green pines, hid the town from view.

Our Christmas dinner was a camp fire supper in a 
woody glen at the base of the mountain. Not until 10 o'clock 
did we near the city now a fairyland of lights fringing the 
majestic curve of Table Bay.

Gaunt and grey the mountain rose sheer above it. 
Gaunt to the stranger, but a true friend to those who seek its 
beauties. With every search comes deeper knowledge as 
Table Mountain reveals more of its mystery. Bleak, or 
sunny, it clears the mind of fog, wipes out the bustle and 
indecisions of life below, and sends one back restored in 
spirit to face the turmoil. It was a Christmas to linger long 
in the memory.
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FAILURE AND SUCCESS 
IN THE PYRENEES

THE VIGNEMALE AND PIC DU MIDI D'OSSAU.

BY 

DOROTHY PILLEY.

THE Vignemale lies up a side valley from Gavarnie, 
on the French side of the Pyrenees. In summer it is 
a straightforward enough climb with a small glacier to 

cioss and a convenient Hut on a shoulder where another 
route comes up from Cauterets. Its summit was once 
renowned as the summer abode of Count Russell, who 
bought it and caused a number of grottoes to be excavated 
up there for his use. In winter the mountain has another 
character. The snowfall is deep and the valley approach is 
threatened at several points with avalanches.

The two of us, I.A.R. and I, with Dorothy Thompson 
and John Hall Paxton had had two training days on the snow 
slopes under the Mont Perdu. The second of them was with 
Francois Salles, who, though well over seventy, looked not 
a day older than he did the year before when he led us 
over the Port de Boucharo in appalling weather as recounted 
in the first number of the Pinnacle Club Journal (No. i. 
1924). He looked indeed as he did then, as old as possible 
already, in fact an immortal. His strength and fortitude pass 
all praise and the French Pyrenees resound with stories of 
his exploits. Even his weaknesses, as will be seen, are on 
the heroic scale.

We started our holiday by crossing over the Col 
d'Estaube. A ravishing day of snow scenery and sunshine. 
The crest of the Col bulged with double cornices many feet 
thick, and the old man's repeated warnings and expressive 
shoulders as he worked a devious way about and through 
them brought back vivid memories of our adventures with 
him on the Port de Boucharo the year before. We were early 
on the Col, so early that it was still the boundary between 
the chill of night with the hard frozen snows of the dawn- 
hours and the blazing radiance of a sun that topped the
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opposing ridges and glared levelly into our eyes. We warmed 
ourselves in the blaze and ate, looking down a very steep 
wall of snow that swept undulating down from our toes for 
some thousands of feet into a still-shadowy snow-filled valley. 
When we had eaten, Salles picked his giant limbs up and 
took a sitting dive into this valley. Down he swept, with a 
brave crest of snow-spray shooting up on either side of him, 
and soon he was a mere black speck winding away and 
away from us. Diffidently we sat down to follow him. The 
pleasures of a really long, steep, sitting glissade have points 
of advantage over even the best of ski-ing. The ease of the 
thing, the absence of all call upon one's prowess! Careless 
of Telemarks, Christianias or even Stemming turns, one floats 
in cushioned ease! Snow foam does, it is true, work its way 
up one's sleeves and down one's neck, but this seems better 
than the giddy somersaults of the would-be ski-runner and 
no more wetting! And when at last the glorious motion 
slackens, then you are down in your valley, your point of 
departure hangs behind you almost out of sight in the sky 
and a rivulet is bubbling over mossy pebbles at the snow's 
edge only a stone's throw away.

After this we wandered down a broad, dry river-bed to 
a deserted village. Only two years before an avalanche had 
smashed all its houses into flinders leaving only the tiny 
white chapel on its little knoll intact.

The next day was Palm Sunday. Sitting on a low wall 
in the village street we listened to the singing and watched 
the black-gowned women come out of Church each with her 
piece of palm and her black shawl over her head. The rest 
day seemed a proper preparation for an attack on the Vigne- 
male. Little we knew that the feast was, for Salles, inevitably 
quite another kind of celebration a thirty-hour affair in 
which his annual prowess with the flagons was legendary in 
the Valley. The patron of the Hotel did indeed give us so 
he said later some broad hints about this, but in the peace 
ful Sabbath atmosphere we entirely missed the point of his 
winks and shrugs. In fact we took him to be merely an anti 
clerical, or Free Mason.

We went to bed with all arrangements, we thought, 
fixed! Midnight was to be the hour of departure to give
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us plenty of time to get through the dangerous narrows of 
the Valley d'Ossoue before day would awaken the ava 
lanches. Grumpily we rose at the thunder of the Boots 
on our doors. Downstairs the Hotel seemed cold, the candles 
dim, the coffee flavourless. Worst of all there was no Salles 
to be seen or even to be heard of. What could have 
happened to him? We wasted many speculations about his 
alarm-clock. We must have kicked our heels for more than 
an hour before, in desperation, we set off to find his chalet 
in the upper village. No sooner were we out of the Hotel 
than there he was, in a great fume and like nothing so much 
as a bear with a sore head. He had been knocking violently, 
so he said, for two hours at the Hotel door! Seeing that we 
had been all this time in the Hall, or peering forth for him 
into the night, this passed our comprehension. Later we 
found that he had been knocking at some other door at the 
other end of the village! However at this stage we still 
suspected nothing and the party set off at a pas gymnastique. 
But we soon slowed off, and I passed the word back that 
there was a very funny flavour in the atmosphere of the 
night. In fact the more I sniffed the more it seemed to 
smell of eau de vie, white wine and anisette! Suspicious 
movements of Salles' arms ahead his rolling gait was more 
marionette-like than ever suggested that the Pyrenean 
wine gourd he carried on top of his sack was not being left 
in that proper and provident position. It was little surprise 
to me, though staggering to the rest of the party, when after 
twenty minutes he sat down on a rock and suggested a rest 
" as the morning was accablant."

Hereafter the rhythm of the march was broken every 
twenty minutes or so. It is idle to pretend that our Great- 
giandfather Guide in his merry condition was not a respon 
sibility! However he seemed happy; seemed to be " walking 
it off " which we thought was perhaps the healthiest thing for 
him to do; the day promised to be glorious in a non-con 
vivial sense also; and as long as I.A.R. went ahead making 
the steps in the deep snow there seemed no reason why our 
guide should not come with us. Indeed we should have had 
no slight difficulty in persuading him to go back for strong 
reasons, in his sack, which we were only to discover at eve.
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The valley is a long one when choked knee-deep in 
snow. As soon as we could, we climbed up out of its trough 
and circled over the more open terraces on the South. From 
time to time we would cross the tumbled debris of an ava 
lanche, its packed snow-boulders giving a welcome rest to 
the toil of deeper and deeper wading. We had lost a good 
deal of time and had now no intention of trying to go 
farther than the Hut the Refuge Beysselliance on the 
Hourquette d'Ossoue. Salles was vague about its beds, 
blankets, and in fact about everything, but we hoped to rest 
there somehow and catch the summit by dawn.

In the evening light the sharp white peaks around took 
on an amazing elevation as we kicked and toiled up the 
last steep shoulders to the Hut. It was a blow to discover 
its door wedged feet deep in solid ice. It had been left about 
two inches open so that the main room was half full of drifted 
snow. As we peered into its dark recesses, the sun sank 
behind the Vignemale and a fierce wind began to bluster 
round us with driving showers of snow crystals. There was 
nothing for it but to work a way in through one of the 
windows. By the time we had done so night seemed to have 
fallen.

The prospects for the night were far from festive. 
For a while we were all scurrying about the Hut like 
a mad menagerie. Fire wood, cooking utensils, beds, 
blankets alike were missing. There was absolutely nothing 
but an empty sooty stove, two benches, and a ricketty table 
 besides snow and ice with which to make ourselves com 
fortable. It needed all our cheerfulness to pretend that we 
were having a good time. In the sacks were bread and cold 
veal, normal spare sweaters, socks and two oil-silk ponchos 
which were to be our salvation. Salles pretended to know 
of a cave full of wine bottles and all kinds of good things, 
fire wood, kettles and blankets. We listened to him with 
high hopes until we discovered him grubbing for the trap 
door to it like a dog after a bone in some hay in the upstairs 
sleeping loft! When we found that our bottle of brandy 
for emergencies and a large reserve gourd of wine as well as 
Salles' own super-large gourd had mysteriously emptied 
themselves on the final slope, we guessed the source of these
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hopeful visions! Disturbed from grubbing, Salles plunged 
down the ladder to the main room and began to whirl the 
benches about like Catherine wheels. It took the four of us 
hanging on to him like terriers to prevent our Grandfather 
Bear from breaking them into flinders for firewood. These 
exercises at least kept us all warm. We found the lid of 
a packing case for him to smash and with it kindled a brief 
blaze. A zinc pail was the only receptacle in the place. In 
it we put snow and with dreams of a piping soup we 
recklessly flung our veal and bread in too. With a most 
mournful result. Snow takes an unconscionable time even 
to melt! as to getting warm! The swill produced never rose 
to more than 10 degrees; the veal floated gelidly in the 
scummy froth! An amateur Cook stirred the stuff with 
a pine stick, adding a sauce of resin and splinters. The 
bucketful in the end looked unfit for a pigs' trough and we 
had to drink in turn from its lip. Our enjoyment of this 
joke has made us all difficult to amuse since! Soon replete, 
we carried more than half the pailful up to Salles, now 
couched on the hay upstairs and groaning fantastically. To 
our immense relief he lapped it up with gusto.

After this we settled down for the night. Leaving Salles 
to his hay we packed ourselves in a corner upstairs and 
spread our ponchos for a coverlet. Snow sifted through 
cracks in the roof and rustled crisply on the oil-silk surface. 
But we managed to sleep when our teeth were not chatter 
ing. The board floor was iron hard, and we were stiff in 
the morning stiff enough not to be too downcast to 
find the Vignemale wrapped in a blizzard. Our coveted 
peak would have to wait till another season. It still waits.

Waking Salles a giant refreshed after his sleep 
and no whit the worse for yesterday's doings we packed up 
quickly and set off down. The only reminder we had of 
the Salles of our ascent was that at every avalanche track 
he paused to assure us, in spite of our footprints, that it 
must have fallen overnight. We were in Gavarnie by lunch 
time, glad to forget the taste of that soup at the patron's 
excellent table.
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Two days later, after a night out on the Col des Tortes, 
we were at* Gabas, under the Western mass of the Central 
Pyrenees.

The Inn at Gabas is a strange building which looks 
like an abandoned Church or Meeting-House with a railed- 
in garden very like a charming graveyard. Inside, the long 
corridor, lit at the far end only, gives into vast bare rooms 
whose floors tilt drunkenly and bewitchingly. The river 
rushing by the side of the long building fills the air with a 
subdued uproar " Aragon a torrent at the door!" indeed. 
We at that early season were so happy as to have this para 
dise to ourselves. Madame, in charge, was an excellent cook; 
remarkably good wine came up from the cellar; a spirit of 
gaiety pervaded the place that matched with the crystal- 
clear spring sunshine.

The village itself was crowded with Spanish workmen 
employed higher up the Valley in some mine or hydro-electric 
undertaking. We were amused to find that the local opinion 
(always on the French slope of the Pyrenees very contemp- 
tious of les Espagnols) considered this work which was 
described as highly dangerous very suitable for Spaniards. 
No Frenchman, we were informed, would touch it.

The exploitation seemed more or less to have comman 
deered the road, including the village street, for its uses. 
A ricketty miniature railway-track was laid on the road 
way to the inconvenience and danger of all other users. 
Perhaps private interests in France have a stronger pull over 
public utilities than elsewhere. On our first morning, in 
fact, we were nearly wiped out by a side strain of its 
activities. With no more warning than a few screams of 
habituated terror from groups of villagers in the main street, 
a runaway truck came hurtling round a bend just as we were 
crossing the road to the Post Office. It sped through the 
children of the village spraying out its load of stones as it 
swayed round the turn on two wheels. We had hardly 
recovered when we were nearly annihilated again by a motor 
car full of engineers in wild pursuit. All this relieved us of any 
sense of rashness in attempting what we thought was a first 
winter ascent of the Pic du Midi d'Ossau.

If there was one peak which we wished to climb more
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than the Vignemale it was the Pic du Midi. It is the 
Matterhorn of the Pyrenees, shapely, isolated, commanding, 
romantic, and in summer a pleasant, not difficult rock-climb, 
either by the South or North-east ridges. Other harder ways 
up can also attract the cragsman. We had very little idea 
of the best route for the snowy spring season. So when, after 
a rest day, we set out for it at 7 o'clock on a perfect morning 
it was rather with an intention to reconnoitre it than with 
any definite hope of an ascent.

Perhaps for this reason the party dallied over its start. 
Anyhow the scheduled hour of 6 o'clock had been scanda 
lously overpast before boots were on, forgotten lanterns 
discovered and lit, the rope coiled, and the party collected 
at the door. At this point, I.A.R., usually no aggressive 
disciplinarian, burst out with a diatribe on the culpable waste 
of precious sleep caused by early morning sluggishness. It 
was so unexpected, we hardly knew whether to laugh or 
cry. His lecture continued. He pointed out that anyone 
can dress for a mountain—in ten minutes and breakfast 
in another ten and still have ten good minutes in hand for 
loitering! By reflection on these figures a whole hour could 
be saved either for the difficulties of the mountain or for 
downy rest. A meek, rebuked and surprised party then set 
off after a still fuming Leader.

The road turns up a thickly forested valley, choked in 
spring, where gullies come down from the heights, by vast 
accumulations of avalanche debris. Above this the valley 
opens out into the wide basin of the Lacs d'Ossau. Here the 
woods in the dawn light were glimmering with crowds of 
daffodils thick as bluebells in an English wood. These 
fields of daffodils, as we mounted and the sunlight began to 
blaze in the clearings, combined with a blistered heel to turn 
Paxton's desires from our peak towards a fuller leisurely 
enjoyment of present delights. Tommy too seemed to incline 
to contemplation rather than exercise. We decided then to 
divide and leave all attempts on the mountain to the morrow. 
We two would go up to survey possibilities only, while Paxton 
and Tommy gave the heel a good chance to recover while 
enjoying the country under the snow-line. So, with no 
definite plan, we set off. Our day was a series of climbs and
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swoops for in the end we circled the mountain. First we 
climbed up to the foot of the Northern ridge too hung with 
ice, as it was then, to tempt us, though it has since been 
climbed under spring conditions by two Cambridge moun 
taineers. Then came a rushing sitting-glissade into the 
valley which we decided would be our proper approach to 
the mountain next day. Then another ascent now in sun 
shine which was beginning to scorch and over snow that was 
growing wet and heavy. From the ridge so gained we 
planned our probable line of ascent by an easy looking 
ridge which gives the simplest of the summer routes and 
then by a series of snow gullies to the summit.

Followed a very wet sitting-glissade indeed, after which 
we lay like seals on our faces for some time on a warm 
boulder and discussed sardines and feminism. Sardines, 
not, under a city regime, a food I consume by the tinful 
with pleasure, become at high altitudes strangely what one 
relishes. I even enjoy bread dipped in the oil they are 
packed in. With them, as a perfect mountain food, goes 
jam. On very hot days it can be mixed in a cup to give 
a fine sherbet. An overtired person, feeling sick through the 
strain and heat, will take this mixture, I have often noticed, 
when even biscuits and acid-drops repel. The feminist argu 
ment, which was linked to the sardines, is less easily 
summarized, but it was very impressive!

All the time the presence of the mountain as it turned 
fresh facets to the quadrants of our circle, brooded over us. 
This form of expedition is not easy to find. There are few 
big mountains that can be circled close up under their cliffs 
in a day's march. Spurs and satellites hide them, the con 
tinuity of their presence is broken. Or you must go too high 
and near to them, as with Mont Blanc, or too low as with 
the Ortler. Fuji yama it is true manifests itself continuously 
but is a freak mountain standing alone like a miracle in the 
middle of lowlands.

The last quadrant showed us the South ridge with too 
many mushroomy cornices, we thought, to be healthy. The 
snow by then was thigh deep and the going toilsome and we 
were not sorry to come out of it into the daffodil fields at 
sunset. We jogged down to supper at Gabas more captivated
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than ever with the Pic du Midi and ready for a special 
effort on the morrow.

A more than military promptness marked our departure 
next morning just after 4 o'clock. Perhaps as a reward the 
day was a series of happy chances. I had the luck to hit 
the very confusing line of ascent up through the cliffy snow- 
muffled forest slopes by lantern light without losing the 
party as I feared I would. Up at the base of the N.E. ridge 
an icy wind was blowing off the Balaitous. It was too cold 
to breakfast and we roped in some uncertainty. The first 
half hour was a battle against the tourbillons of a gale that 
drove blinding cold showers of snow into our faces and down 
our necks. But once well up on the mountain we came into 
shelter. Very little of the usual route was recognisable under 
the deep white mantle. The chimneys described in the guide 
books were buried. But the snow for the first half of the 
day stuck solidly to the rocks and could be kicked and 
stamped into steps without much trouble. Higher up it 
softened and corners came where very tender and solicitous 
stepping was needed if the staircase were not to slip away 
and a whole section have to be worked out again.

Spring snow on such ground gives a charming sense of 
security to a leader. If his step breaks away there is a soft 
snow blanket to catch him (as the net catches the trapezist). 
With a well managed rope there is no chance of endangering 
his party. The gully that falls away so steeply beneath him 
is not as in summer all sharp boulders or slithery ice; it 
is a bed into which if anyone plops by mischance he will 
at worst get a wetting. However no one plopped on this 
occasion. We might, if we had hurried here, but the weather 
was now impecable, the dawn-gale had quite subsided and 
we had all the rest of the daylight to play in. So not till 
4.30 p.m. did we come to the last gentle slope that leads up 
to the Northernmost of the twin summits. The length of our 
toil perhaps heightened the lifting exhilaration with which 
we trudged up the last little ridge gazing Southward into a 
Spain now hung with a mysterious violet haze. The preci 
pices of the Balaitous eastwards glimmered with rose and 
purple gleams under the rising moon before we turned away 
and sought out the longest, gentlest gully for our descent.
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Too soft and wet for very rapid progress the snow gave us 
leisure to watch the coming on of night in all its stages. 
Moonlight was throwing shadows over the snow waves 
round our knees as we waded down the valley reaches. 
Once again we found by lantern a quick line through the 
forest.

At ii o'clock we reached our Inn. A faultless welcome 
awaited us. A piping hot ragout, a fine wine, a bright fire, 
a glowing lamp, drawn curtains, comfortable chairs and 
smiling hand-maidens made a fitting close to a day neai 
as possible to perfection.

TRIOLET OF A HEDONIST

I climb because I like it; 
Individual though it be, 
I climb (because I like it). 
Though its usual to hike it, 
It means a lot to me, 
This climbing for, you see, 
I climb because I like it.
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THE KANCHENJUNGA ADVENTURE. BY F. S. SMYTHE. Victor 
Gollancz, Ltd.

I should really like to write pages on this book. I think 
it is in many ways an admirable contribution to Alpine 
literature. Seeing that he was writing it against time I 
remember he had very few weeks in which to complete the 
book, whilst giving countless lectures, and he was putting 
almost Balzacian energy and hours into the making of it, I 
think it is all the more creditable to Mr. Smythe.

It is written not for mountaineers so much as for a 
large body of readers who like books of adventure with 
plenty of incident. Mr. Smythe tells his story well. I am 
one of those who prefer the story of the almost inevitable 
failure on the great peak, Kanchenjunga, to the milder but 
successful adventure on the Johnsong mountain. He treats 
the whole history with a degree of thoroughness and tact that 
are all the more praiseworthy given the shortage of time at 
his disposal. The early part of the book is devoted to a 
history of Kanchenjunga and remarkably interesting reading 
it makes. A small portion of the earlier part is also given 
to a most delightfully written declaration of love on the part 
of the author for this as for all other great mountains. I 
think that Mr. Smythe, who does not claim yet to be a 
literary man, often conveys a simple, if also a great emotion 
in a very true manner. When he is tempted off into the more 
difficult ways of philosophising about his feelings I like him 
less. He has an immensely clear knowledge of what he knows 
however, and that he gives us well.

Largely for the sake of book-making, I imagine, he 
writes great sections on the journey to the mountain, together 
with the nowadays rather popular accounts of devil dances, 
accidents to transport, ways pleasant and unpleasant of 
porters, and many other matters of general interest. Some 
of the human touches are charming. His tributes, which are 
singularly generous, to the other members of this nothing if 
not cosmopolitan party, make pleasant reading. He leaves, 
I imagine, a good deal unsaid; because clearly the difficulties 
of this mixed expedition must have been innumerable; we
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merely get a hint or so of that at times by the way. But 
when he takes us up from the Base Camp on to the Mountain 
itself and we read of the failure on the great ice wall, as well 
as the second failure on the North West ridge, he becomes 
almost an artist in words. By this time we are beginning to 
know this mountain, its moods and even the reactions on 
Mr. Smythe and his companions only too well. We find 
ourselves weighing the questions with them as between the 
pre-monsoon period and the post-monsoon; whether to risk 
the reputed inevitable avalanches and the winds on this side 
or on that. It is a story which will for ever be greatly 
criticised, and probably rightly so, by those who really under 
stand Himalayan conditions (and they are few) and because 
surely a number of obvious mistakes were made and question 
able chances taken; and also it will be equally criticised 
by that much larger body of the arm-chair variety for it 
is so much easier for those who read to be right than those 
who try to run.

And in spite of all this, it was no doubt a magnificent 
enterprise. I feel a positive glow of pride (I hope this 
is not too Nationalistic) when I read of the continual and 
unquestionable competence of Mr. Wood Johnson and the 
no less though only too diffidently chronicled magnanimous 
actions throughout of Mr. Smythe. But no. It is surely 
not only Nationalistic this pride, since the figure particularly 
of Herr Schneider and the gradual unfolding of his mountain 
prowess call for an equal admiration.

Mr. Smythe is right to criticise the Expedition outfit! I 
think he is scarcely harsh enough on this matter. Those 
" Expedition boots " were more than a joke I gather; and 
there were other items in question too, such as the terribly 
heavy and too heat-conducting clothing which only served 
to add to the already over-weight of most of the climbers. 
Small wonder perhaps that most of the party lost so much 
in pounds and even stones. This I gather was not all due 
to altitude and inevitable stomach upsets.

The photographs almost entirely the productions of the 
author himself are on the same scale as the mountain, 
magnificent.
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The one lady of the party, Frau Dyrenfurth, seems to 
have entirely justified their choice, since it was agreed to 
take a lady, and that seemed a doubtful venture at the out 
set. She was not only an admirable domestic organiser in 
Base Camps, and a cheerful companion in sombre enough 
climates and conditions, but an undeniably strong and 
capable member of the party in other ways. Witness the 
much quoted crossing with Native porters only of the 
Johnsong La. 20,000 ft. and in a snow storm, a credit 
perhaps to her rather than to her husband who permitted it!

I would recommend this book to a very large class of 
readers for its extraordinarily interesting tale of real adven 
ture told at times in almost an epic style.

ELEANOR WINTHROP YOUNG.

THE LETTERS OF GERTRUDE BELL. Ernest Benn.
The appearance of the first cheap edition (in one volume) 

of Gertrude Bell's letters will interest every woman with a 
taste for adventure.

Mountaineering in its widest sense is founded on this 
pioneering impulse. It is not strange that while pursuing 
most forms of travel and many ways of scholarship, Gertrude 
Bell should have blazed an audacious trail through the Alps 
during the comparatively early days of women's mountain 
eering. Mr. Haskett Smith elsewhere in this number speaks 
of her prowess, Mr. W. A. B. Coolidge remarked (and his 
sources of information were exceptional) " They tell me she 
was the best of all lady mountaineers " and the reader has 
only to read through the Alpine section of these letters, to 
see why her rank is so high.

She began very young. At the age of eight, " Full of 
daring she used to lead her little brother, whose tender years 
were ill equipped for so much enterprise, into the most 
perilous adventures, such as commanding him, to his terror, 
to follow her example in jumping from the top of a garden 
wall nine feet high to the ground. She used to alight on her 
feet, he very seldom did. Or she would lead a climbing 
expedition on to the top of the greenhouse where Maurice 
was certain to go through the panes while Gertrude clambered 
down outside them in safety to the bottom."
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It was not till she was thirty-one that she put a rope 
on or went up a serious mountain. She had been round the 
world, visited Persia, lost her heart to the near East. 
Characteristically her first roped climb was the traverse ol 
the Meije, " I sent you a telegram ' Meije traversed ' I 
thought you would be glad to hear that I had descended in 
the approved, and in no other manner. Well, I'll tell you  
its awful! I think if I had known exactly what was before 
me I should not have faced it, but fortunately I did not, and 
I look back on it with unmixed satisfaction and forward 
to other things with no further apprehension." She notes 
that the first half hour she gave herself up as lost; but 
presently, " it began to seem quite natural to be hanging by 
my eyelids over an abyss." Back on the Glacier du Tabuchet, 
she reminds us of the advantages of our generation, " with 
thankfulness I put on my skirt again."

She makes her first desert journey before returning, 
with an ambitious programme, again to the Alps. Rosenlaui 
was her centre and with Ulrich and Heinrich Fuhrer we find 
her having " the greatest fun, very difficult rock work, 
but all quite short. We hammered in nails and slung ropes 
and cut rock steps mountaineering in miniature." [A 
dubious form of fun according to the Editor of the Alpine 
Journal /] Her enthusiasm is infectious, the season was a 
great success and she records " Two old peaks. Seven new 
peaks one of them first-class and four others very good. 
One new saddle, also first-class. The traverse of the Engel- 
horn, also new and first class. That's not bad going, is 
it! . . ." No wonder she was delighted.

Next year was her great season. It was devoted to 
what she calls " the impossibles." After the Wellhorn arete, 
came her tremendous adventure on the Finsteraarhorn  
impossible to summarize such a magnificent description. As 
Captain Farrar wrote: '' The vertical height of the rock face 
measured from the glacier to the summit of the mountain is 
about 3,000 feet. There can be in the whole Alps few places 
so steep and so high." With great difficulty they reached a 
point within a thousand feet of the summit. " About 2 
o'clock I looked round and saw great black clouds rolling 
up from the west." Really bad weather set in and the party
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had no option but to attempt an almost impossible descent. 
Thunder, imminent destruction by lightning (one of the 
guides recently described to the Reviewer how his badges had 
been struck by a discharge) and incessant snowfall made the 
party's triumph, in getting off alive, one of the most remark 
able feats in Alpine history.

After a ghastly night out, the party struggled down 
wards from 4 a.m to 8 p.m. " There was scarcely a yard 
which we could come down without the extra rope; you can 
imagine the labour of finding a rock at every 50 feet round 
which to sling it. . . Both the ropes were thoroughly iced 
and terribly difficult to manage."

Again and again members of the party, frozen and 
fatigued, come on the rope and are somehow held. At one 
place both Heinrich and then Miss Bell, fell off " and spun 
down the couloir " till the rope brought them up with a 
jerk. " Then came Ulrich. He was held by Heinrich and 
me standing a good deal to the left but only half as high 
up as he. He climbed down to the place we had both fallen 
from, asking our advice at every step, then he called out, 
' Heinrich, Heinrich, ich bin verloren,' and tumbled off just 
as we had done and we held him up in the couloir more 
dead than alive with anxiety. We gave him some of our 
precious brandy on a piece of sugar and he soon recovered 
and went on as boldly as before." A little later Heinrich and 
Miss Bell " were both tumbling head over heels down the 
couloir, which was, you understand, as steep as snow could 
lie How Ulrich held us I don't know."

Down on the glacier the snow " turned into pouring 
rain " there was nothing for it but to spend a second night out, 
wet through and unable to light a match. "We laid our three 
axes together and sat on them side by side then I put a wet 
pocket handkerchief over my face to keep the rain from 
beating on it and went to sleep." The curious, fortunate 
timelessness of great exhaustion came to their help. " Long 
before we expected it a sort of grey light came over the 
snow and when at last I could read my watch, behold it 
was 4 a.m. We gathered ourselves up; at first we could 
scarcely stand but after a few steps we began to walk quite 
creditably."
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Nobody could wish for more of an adventure than this. 
It would take too much space to follow Miss Bell's unique 
career through her journey to Hayil, her countless wanderings 
in Asia Minor and negotiations and administrations during 
the war and after it in Bagdad and Irak that now model 
State which seems alone in the world at present to have no 
political or even financial troubles! We can imagine Gertrude 
Bell's rejoicing over such prosperity. No one can read 
these pages without realizing what links there are between 
mountaineering and other enterprises. It was this broad out 
look that led Mrs. Kelly, our Founder, to invent the Pinnacle 
Club.

The letters are full of good stories, Mr. Haskett Smith 
not without reason calls her "a playful young person." At a 
dinner party a guest asks this question: '' How would you 
punctuate this sentence, ' Mary ran out into the garden 
naked.'? Ken said, 'With a full stop, I hope.' 'No/ 
said Sir  , ' With a dash after Mary.' "

In this handy Edition no one should miss this book. 
Additional mountaineering letters were printed in the Alpine 
Journals 235 and 236. D.E.P.

CLIMBS ON MONT BLANC. BY T. AND J. DE LEPINEY. 
Translated by Sydney Spencer. Edward Arnold and Co.

The brothers De Le"piney are well known leaders of the 
fine French climbing movement which took a leading part 
in mountaineering after the war, and which is represented 
by the G.H.M. It made its aim the detailed exploration of 
the French Aiguilles. And in these accounts of their expe 
ditions the authors have an aim as praiseworthy to produce 
a work which shall take a place for France among the moun 
taineering chronicles, which have hitherto, in their opinion, 
been too largely the productions of other nationalities. The 
book is full of thrilling incidents; and the English edition is 
sympathetically translated by no less an authority than 
Mr. Sydney Spencer.

Its declared purpose, the description of what are in the 
main rock climbs, makes it in effect more like the attractive 
books on the rock-climbing in our own islands than the works
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we feel to be the great Alpine classics or romances. The 
authors put in a just claim for the fine ice and snow work 
to be found among the Aiguilles. At the same time they 
are clearly writing more at their ease, and effectively, when 
they describe their conquests of pure rock difficulties. Their 
frank accounts do not try to hide the fact that their knowledge 
of snow and ice work, and of the vital " weather " and 
" time " aspects of mountaineering, was not as perfect as 
their rock technique; and that their interest in them was 
less. And this leaves upon our minds an impression as if 
these bigger aspects were written in rather lower relief; and 
this especially in " T.L.'s " accounts. " J.L.'s " fine descrip 
tion, however, of the effect of the sight of the Aiguille Blanche 
upon him as a child is a moving exception. We could wish 
he had let himself go more often. The sincerity with which 
they stick to their principal interest, or rock-route-finding, 
handicaps them again, naturally, in estimating the different 
values of what was done by their predecessors in the district. 
They limit their enthusiasm, in a mountaineering sense, to 
a small field, and chiefly to a single national group; and so 
their record gives us a sense of not always linking on very 
happily with what is, after all, in the Aiguilles a chronicle 
of continuous exploration. But this is to criticize their work 
for only a temperamental defect. Its veracity and simplicity 
are admirable; and its excitements for those who know the 
rock-climbers sensations of the first order. E.W.Y.

FAMILY NAME. BY ARNOLD LUNN. Methuen.
This has been called a skiers' novel, a public school 

novel, a race-clash problem novel, if so, it is equally a 
mountaineering novel. For Mr. Lunn provides an extra 
ordinary variety entertainment by juggling with them all 
and the display can be heartily recommended.

To the climber it offers three Alpine expeditions, a long 
and fatal fall, and a very interesting slip on a severe climb 
in the Lakes. It is in connection with this last that Mr. 
Lunn delivers himself of his solution of the great problem 
why climb?

Malone, our Author's Super-Herford, explains the differ 
ence between " the kind of climb one enjoys when one is
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actually climbing and the kind of climb one enjoys when one 
has actually got to the top." " Its been," he says " enormous 
fun to-day but its been a tranquil kind of pleasure. You 
can't compare it with the fierce thrill of getting to the top of 
some filthy cliff on which you've spent hours of acute misery. 
There's a difference between pleasure and exultation, and by 
God you've got to pay for exultation." This seems to be Mr. 
Lunn's theory: "If you want the most highly flavoured brew 
you've got to put something more into the pot than sunny 
rocks which are just difficult enough to be fun." His hero 
later says, "We lay there peering over the cliff at the screes, 
two thousand feet below, limp, exhausted, but absurdly 
happy. We had to put strain and horror and blue funk into 
the pot, but, by God, the brew was worth while!"

Purists may allege against this doctrine that the climber 
is often happiest at the climax of his struggle; blue funk and 
horror, once they come in, may poison the cup and leave 
an after-taste of disillusionment and exultation comes in 
only when they are kept out. There are climbers of many 
temperaments and each will have his own view to uphold 
or confession to make. But it is hard to imagine any very 
great rock climber speaking of his best routes as Malone does, 
" Some of them are pretty filthy," he says. Did the poor 
fellow specialise in rotten rock ? And what has become of the 
division between difficulty and danger?

Incidentally, thrilling though Malone's climbs are, he is 
apt to add detective problems too hard for the reviewer. 
Malone and his friend Long are making a new climb, the 
Grand Slam Buttress, which bears a family likeness to the 
Central Buttress of Seawfell. " It was a warm day, and we 
were climbing light, shorts and vest and no rope. Every 
ounce of weight tells if you're balancing up on holds that 
slope the wrong way, and we were pretty sure that the weight 
of the rope would prove the last straw on some of the worst 
pieces." Near the top Malone slips. " Do you know what 
a criminal feels when the hangman pulls his bolt? ... I 
do ... its quite a colourless sensation, ' At last! ' Then 
suddenly my foot stopped . . . What had happened was 
this. I had just risen on to my toes as Long got his fingers 
over the ledge. When my foot slipped it came down on
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Long's hand, which checked it ... I swayed for a moment 
and then recovered my balance ... I heard Long's voice 
 it seemed to come from infinitely far away ' Take your 
time.' Long never gets rattled even when he is carrying ten 
stone on his fingers." After a final effort, "A few seconds 
later we lay side by side on the top ... We lay there just 
gasping . . . Long shewed me his fingers; they were bleeding 
and bruised."

Now what we all want to know Mr. Lunn tantalizingly 
conceals from us, namely how did Long, so injured, manage 
to arrive at the top in a few seconds and with no rope?

One of Mr. Lunn's best chapters describes an ascent of 
the Matterhorn in a storm. The party of two rashly pushes 
on in threatening weather and as might be expected is caught 
at the very summit by storm. Follows a fine picture of the 
elements in uproar and an account of a night out which 
compares well with such classics as Carr's Aiguille du Plan, 
Farrar's Peuteret Ridge or Mr. Haskett Smith's night on the 
Dent Blanche. But again a touch of mystery haunts this 
ascent. A thousand feet below the summit the two pause in 
doubt. It seemed temptingly close and the magic of the 
Matterhorn prevailed.

" ' Oh Hell! ' said Claude. ' Let's go on we can always 
turn back if things get much worse.'

' Yes, but by then it may be too late,' said Daniel. 
' We have no crampons, and these rocks would be the very 
devil if they were iced.' "

The passage suggests that Mr. Lunn's climbers were less 
experienced than he allows.

The best mountaineering sections, as one might expect 
from such a great figure in the snow world, are the ski-ing 
ones. The heroine regrettably has no taste for mountain 
scenery and finds all slopes on which she cannot ski a bore. 
But she is one of that group of ski-ing super-women, the K. 
Ladies, who add so much radiance to the book. They perform 
gracefully and courageously for several chapters to our 
delight. An Italian character in the book pertinently remarks, 
" How do you manage it, my dear Barny . . . how do you 
manage to make all these beautiful women ski so well? With 
us the beautiful women have not strong legs, and the women
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who have strong legs are not beautiful." Those who know 
what Mr. Lunn has done for feminine ski-ing will appreciate 
the justness of the compliment implied and endorse it.

A welcome addition to the small class of mountain 
fiction. D.E.P.

MEN, WOMEN AND MOUNTAINS. BY SIR CLAUD SCHUSTER. 
Ivor Nicholson and Watson, Ltd.

Next to the joy of rock climbing and sometimes with 
equal and even greater intensity come those odd days in a 
general mountaineering holiday when one passes through a 
range and descends into a new valley. At such moments, 
all one's mountaineering past forms an emotional background 
for the present, sensibility is heightened so that the foreground 
is seen and smelt and felt with an entire quickened person 
ality.

As Sir Claud Schuster wanders round snow passes in 
June, you are sure that, if he has no triumphs to record, 
he has possessed those precious instants of clarity. You 
have a picture of him at the Forclaz, coming from France 
into Switzerland, weighed down by the heat and thunder in 
the air " We sat and watched young women in white cotton 
stockings and high-heeled shoes sweating up the road from 
Martigny, and tried to feel superior."

In " the middle distance " the party tours Mont Blanc 
collecting an album of memories as varied as the flowers 
they trample through. Above Le Clou " far up the slope 
before us strode the stern form of our stipendiary companion 
... He thought, with justice, that it was going to rain 
and that his blue trousers with a red piping, denoting, I 
fancy, that his normal employment was that of postman, 
would get wet. . . When we joined him on the watershed 
he presented a figure as gloomy as the weather and he made 
his one unsolicited remark. Turning to that member of the 
party whose sex denies her any action of the skin in excess 
of a healthy glow, he observed unsympathetically, 
' Mademoiselle, vous transpirez.' "

Much of the charm and interest of Sir Claude's descrip 
tions comes from the unusual seasons at which he has
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frequented the Alps. Here he is going up to the G6ant 
Cabane from Courmayeur in June. " Strange as it may 
seem, the work was too serious to allow much thought of 
the weather. The traveller is so well accustomed to think 
of the Italian side of the Geant as a long hot walk up a 
path, that he forgets the general angle of the last few 
thousand feet. Imagine the whole slope deep in winter snow, 
covered by a few newly-fallen inches obliterating all trace 
of path and masking all foot and handholds, and the whole 
substance now heaped into little aretes, now spread out in 
miniature shallow couloirs, no one of which seemed to 
promise support for any great length of time. From either 
hand came through the mist unpleasant hissing sounds, as 
every now and then heavy masses slid into depths exagger 
ated to the eye by the mist as it divided and swirled up again. 
. . . The refuge was deep in snow. The men hacked a 
way to the front door and, as they finished their work, the 
first flakes were falling."

This is a mountain world not often seen by the summer 
climber and its attractions have more than a little bearing 
on Sir Claude's inquiry into the problem ' Why climb at 
all?' His answer is very different from Mr. Lunn's, which 
supports the Reviewer's contention that different tempera 
ments find different reasons. The Ladies' Alpine Club 
however declares Editorially that the question is absurd 
and that " Because I like it " is a sufficient answer. Sir 
Claude's account touches many issues: pleasures of bodily 
exertion, atavistic instincts to get to the top and to enjoy 
a little mild discomfort; " the desire for the other side, 
... to look down over a strange land or into a new valley 
and then to descend into it! " and lastly the beauty, romantic 
and epic, of the scenes traversed. Many will find parts at 
least of their own apologia in these pages.

Several chapters are devoted, in piam memoriam, to 
vanished companions. There are glimpses of Whymper 
" eating his dinner like anyone else at the Monte Rosa," of 
Frederick Morshead, of C. E. Matthews and, of special note 
to members of our Club, of Miss Lucy Walker. " She had 
climbed in a red flannel petticoat, discreetly concealed 
beneath its appropriate covering when her party left the
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Inn in the morning (huts were rarer in those days) she was, 
whatever the hour, attired in a crinoline, which was 
removed and concealed behind a rock, but not until the 
village had been left far below. . . It was strange to think 
of her as the first woman to ascend the Matterhorn. The 
Georgian young woman who is born free should realise with 
how great a price the contemporaries of her grandmother 
obtained this freedom."

To the young, Sir Claude speaks in a fashion to com 
mand attention. " All who read these lines will be older 
to-morrow than they are to-day. . . There should therefore 
be a general sympathy with my grey hairs. . . The old 
age of a mountaineer is stored with regrets. He remembers 
how he last saw the pitiless slopes stretching up under the 
fury of the storm, and consoled himself for his defeat by 
the hope of a return which has never come." D.E.P.

ALPINE JOURNAL, MAY, 1931.

Both these journals are enlivened by opening at Coloured 
Print Reproductions from Mr. R. W. Lloyd, one Alpine and 
the other sub-Alpine a new feature surely but not 
unpleasing.

In the May number, General Bruce gives us an interest 
ing paper on Himalayan Contrasts. He rings the changes 
for us most clearly in differences of climate which affect 
various parts of the high Himalayas, and reminds us of the 
degrees of danger as between mid-high and really high peaks. 
Two extraordinarily fine photographs of three of the finest, 
but perhaps less known peaks are an additional attraction.

Professor Graham Brown's account of his very full 
Summer season in 1930 comes next. He too writes of the 
Piz Bernina! and a new ascent; he also gives us an unusually 
full diary of climbs and walks and rests from day to day, 
and concludes with stirring tales, together with sensational 
photographs, of ascents of the Taschorn by the Teufelsgrat 
and the Breithorn by the Young Grat.

Mr. H. Booth writes to remind us that the Ober Aletsch 
Glacier and neighbouring peaks are well worthy of more 
attention and brings us up to date with many of those
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delectable Fiisshorner peaks, which we might be only too 
ready to climb for our pleasure on days that are neither 
" off " nor too formidably " on."

A translation follows (from the Italian does it perhaps 
gain in Alpine veracity under the capable hand of Mr. 
Eaton?) of Mr. Benedetti's story of his ascent of the Matter- 
horn by the Furrgen ridge. This climb might give an 
opening to many who like indulging in Alpine controversies. 
[Mr. Chorley please note.]

Miss Geraldine Fitzgerald's energetic story of her even 
more energetic traverse of the Grands Jorasses leaves us 
admiring her skill and her undoubted courage and drive. On 
the other hand we might be tempted to criticise her over-esti 
mation as to possible " racing " times in which the ridge 
could be traversed.

When one reads of Alaska vide Mr. Alien Carpe one 
feels one is indeed going far afield. The photographs and 
descriptions of the mountains here leave one surely with a 
hope that some day one might be permitted to get so far  
with this little-known far Northern Alpine region.

Most stories of climbs in the Canadian Rockies are apt 
to resemble each other in leading points. In glancing through 
Mr. Monroe Thorington's notes on these mountains one's eye 
is particularly arrested by the illustrations which are of a 
rather unusual pictorial character.

Mr. Harold Porter writes of his no less than fifth New 
Zealand mountaineering season. There will be little left of 
these Southern Alps that have not fallen in some way or 
other under the capable feet and hands of Mr. Porter. His 
photographs, as ever, are of a quite first class quality.

As an anti-climax, we might turn to the next article, 
" Some Climbs in Korea," by Mr. C. H. Archer. He was 
evidently extremely enterprising in his escapes from the flesh- 
pots of Japan to the wilds here indicated, though the moun 
tains as shewn in the accompanying illustrations are nothing 
if not ugly. At the same time there seems to be a romantic 
appeal to those who still like to find unclimbed peaks in little 
known country. [Our lively Reviewer would find them in 
actuality superb. Ed.]
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The late Mr. R. P. Hope has given us a list of no less 
than forty-seven quite solitary climbs and, in this paper that 
follows, we are told a very charming story of how he first 
came to climb alone in the Alps at the age of eighteen. This 
paper is full of rather ingenious stories of his really remark 
able solitary ascents.

The Hon. Editor of the A.J. cannot refrain from 
registering disapproval of the late writer's methods if 
pleasantly.

The remainder of the Journal treats of the first traverse 
of the Twin Peaks of Mount Kenya a grand style mountain 
 by Mr. Shipton, later of Kamet fame.

And there are notes on sundry other regions, as for 
instance, Mr. G. P. Baker on the High Atlas and scientific 
references to Manganese in the Savoy. There is also a magni 
ficent photograph of Kamet by Mr. C. F. Meade. A very 
readable and enjoyable journal. E.W.Y.

ALPINE JOURNAL, NOVEMBER, 1931.

This number is opened by Mr. Alien Carpe who writes 
again of Alaska, and the conquest of Mount Fairweather, 
evidently a fine upstanding 15,000 feet peak. The remark 
at the end is particularly worth noting as an indication of 
their welfare throughout and good management.

Miss M. O'Brien describes her formidable climbs on Mt. 
Blanc Massif with almost the same skill as that which I have 
no doubt she exercises on the rocks.

Mr. living who, I feel quite sure, must have climbed 
somewhere, at all seasons, gives us a charming discourse on 
April days in Corsica and amongst the Southern French 
Alps. Unlike Mr. Browning, Mr. living seems positively to 
prefer to be in other places than England in the month of 
April. Perhaps he is wise?

Again the Rockies and this time it is the redoubtable 
Mr. Crawford with a notable list of ascents with Mr. Odell 
and other warriors.

Mr. G. F. Abercrombie takes us back to the Lofotin  
those islands of the blest where there are still new climbs to 
be made at all hours in the twenty-four.
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It is remarkable how little the photographs of this region 
ever give any idea of the actual scene.

We are more than grateful to Dr. and Mrs. Richards 
for their story of their truly great climb on the North Ridge 
of the Dent Blanche, some years since. I wish it could have 
been longer the story, not the climb. In their own remark 
able joint style they tell of their no less remarkable joint 
conquest of the mountain from this side. The intensely vivid 
description of the difficult stages in this great ascent left 
me rather breathless as no doubt it did them.

A short but lively account of some ski expeditions in the 
Engadine by Mr. Henry Hoek comes next. Mr. Smythe's 
paper on Kamet here follows, together with some more 
than usually magnificent photographs taken also by him. 
This is a story, it is quite consoling to read, in these 
days of Himalayan attacks and repulses, of complete 
success and of course, as Mr. Smythe here, and General 
Bruce elsewhere will remind us, Kamet is better placed than 
some of the bigger peaks, when one is faced with problems 
of weather. Avalanches, however, did not entirely elude 
them.

If one wishes to pass on to some very light reading (and 
at times it is passably amusing) one should turn to the 
remarks and confessions of Messrs. Dyhrenfurth and Rick- 
mers on the subject of mountain films ltd. never forgetting 
that the very characteristic " captions " of the Hon. Editor 
of the Journal are not the least worthy of notice.

There are many interesting Alpine notes to complete 
this volume including the Saga of the dramatic ascent of the 
Matterhorn by the North face by the brothers Schmidt. It 
makes for melodramatic Alpine reading and not always is 
it sympathetic to our minds. Perhaps the particular Editorial 
" caption " at the close of this story is hardly so necessary 
as some of the other wiser remarks of Colonel Strutt.

There is a fearsome list of accidents in 1931. I think, 
on the whole though, these two volumes make for good 
reading. E.W.Y.
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LADIES ALPINE CLUB YEAR BOOK, 1931.

This is a neat little production; but why so humble? 
One thinks of the number of the members at any rate a 
round hu'ndred, their banquets and their Alpine feats, and 
yet there is only this sober little handbook in which to 
declare themselves as it were.

The Editorial strikes a good note in its last paragraph; 
it holds out a warning and a hope to women mountaineers. 
There is so much that they can do and do well, especially 
if they will not regard themselves as necessary competitors 
with men in the same sport, and I like the tone of " Can 
we hope that the day is not far off when our achievements 
will be judged on their own merits rather than over praised 
because we are women."

Miss Miriam O'Brien, tells of her 1929 season in the 
Oberland where she says she went at long last to learn of 
snow and ice. Others with Miss O'Brien's climbing record 
might have gone before, but she knows what she likes and 
is as she herself confesses a whimsical sort of mountaineer. 
Her expeditions are generally told with humour and what 
is pleasanter, even in so distinguished a climber, humility.

In another paper, she writes of her ascent, in spite of 
great and obvious difficulty, of the North East Face of the 
Finstaraarhorn. She could, indeed I think she has, elsewhere 
have spun out a longer tale of this great ascent. As it is 
I feel I am carried away and up in this dramatic account 
of what was undoubtedly a first rate expedition. Probably 
there lies much truth moreover in her concluding state 
ment " We had considered our climb a total loss from the 
point of view of enjoyment, but ... we discovered poss 
ibilities of getting some fun out of it after all by recounting 
at great length our tales of horror, and noting with satisfac 
tion the most flattering attention that our fellow Alpinists 
granted us; for lack of better sources of enjoyment we utilised 
this one to the fullest possible extent."

Her story of the climb on the South East ridge of the 
Dreieckhorn is of a far more commonplace variety. But I 
feel when talking to this lady or in reading of her exploits 
that she is generally very much . . . mistress of the situation.
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Her guides and her lady companions on those feminine 
Alpine ropes will both bear witness to that statement I 
think.

Mrs. Murray writes in a suitable style of ten days spent 
in Corsica, climbing and wandering in very indifferent 
weather.

Miss B. Nightingale comes up to standard with stories 
of birds watched, most scientifically from varying degrees 
of Alpine heights and in sub-Alpine woods and even on 
hotel terraces.

There is a notable list of expeditions carried out by 
members in the Alps, the Canadian Rockies, the Malay 
States, and in China, Japan and Korea (our own Mrs. 
Richards) and again one wonders why could not more be 
published of the doings of these many mountaineers. For 
" if Doughty deeds THESE ladies please " then why not 
more of them in writing. Or does it really involve so much 
more expense? " The little more and "... how much is 
it? E.W.Y.

THE SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB JOURNAL, 1931.
I start off here in firm agreement with Mr. Unna (Page 

257) that perhaps for an Editor of a Scottish Club Journal, 
so famous as this one too, to confine his subject matter so 
strictly to Scotland, is open to criticism. Surely the members 
of this sturdy North British Club are wanderers of wider 
scope than the hills of their own highlands and coasts. We 
know that many of them are, but to glance at this journal 
one might suppose them to be almost too exclusively Scotch.

Example I. " Twelve Days in a Hut," by Graham 
Mcphee. It was the best of huts too The Charles Inglis Clark 
Memorial Hut at that, and they were in and out of it a 
great deal weather always permitting. The ladies of the 
party again seem to have been most expert in hut manage 
ment. Some further explanatory notes of their many climbs 
on the noble Ben Nevis together with a careful diagram are 
attached.

II. Being entirely ignorant (Oh shame!) of most Scottish 
hills I read with interest Mr. E. C. Thompson's prefatory and 
somewhat wistful remarks on Ben More. Then I perceived
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he was defending an old time champion something out of 
the past and over the page comes an explanation in the 
form of a clever Cartoon which shews the mountain side 
thick with tourists. And yet there is a strange beauty we 
are told in this hill. Why not? All hail to thee! Ben More!

When one reaches page 244 (half way through this 
delightful Journal) one's eye is becoming steadily accustomed 
to the Highland quality of the names. But it is all varra 
Scotch! This story of Mr. Harrison's of the Central Crack 
of Coire an Lochain opens with a reference to the probable 
appearance in the water below the crags of cairngorms, and 
his party's subsequent resolve to climb the crack above. 
Was it perhaps in hope of attaining treasure trove should 
they fail in their ascent?

Mr. Bell tells how a timely climb on the Diamond 
Buttress of Bidean Nam Bian cured his indisposition.

Messrs. Baird and Traquair (two fine Scottish names!) 
write charmingly of a week spent tramping and climbing in 
the Cairngorms on peaks with ever more and more Scottish 
names.

Mr. David Robinson was out for a sunrise chase also 
in this fine region and suffered much cold and discomfort 
the while. He had all the correct sensations and right lofty 
feelings to suit the occasion. Only Aurora was unkind and 
gave him the slip.

This number has many fine illustrations. E.W.Y.

THE JOURNAL OF THE FELL AND ROCK CLIMBING CLUB, 1930.
This is the Spring of 1932, but I am informed there is 

no number available of this journal later than the present 
one. Curious but perhaps there is some subtle point in all 
this?

We open with Mr. R. C. Wakefield's story of Arctic 
mountaineering and exploration in Greenland and in 1929, 
particularly the ascent of Petermann Peak. This is only 
another valuable addition to the number of successful Arctic 
Expeditions in which young Cambridge mountaineers and 
explorers have taken part in the last few years. Mr. Wake- 
field's own photos are not the least valuable part of the 
enterprise.
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Our local great authority, Mr. Collingwood tells us of 
those early miners in parts of the Lake district the 
Germans. As usual his historic details are handled in his 
own particularly attractive way, as well as from the view 
point of a real mountain lover.

Mr. Standring writes concisely and rather demurely of 
his first complete ascent of the North Face of the Wetter- 
horn a grand climb.

Mr. R. S. T. Chorley always ready to provide us with 
some cheerful food for thought on all matters pertaining to 
mountaineering, takes us this time over the field of famous 
mountaineering controversies. They are many; and he 
mentions a goodly number in passing. I am surprised however 
that he alludes to the ever vexed question as to " Guided 
or Guideless " as a " controversy that has been dead for 
some time except (he thinks) in such places as the hall 
of the Alpine Club or the verandah of the Monte Rosa Hotel 
at Zermatt." I would like to assure Mr. Chorley that this 
is far from being the case. Only in the last year have I 
heard fierce battles raged on this subject by the youngest 
generation of active mountaineers who are reviving the 
question with some heat (rather as a matter of necessity) 
in such places as extremely humble Pensions in Zermatt, 
in mountain huts and lastly, of late, in my own house in 
Cambridge. I would like to add some suggestions sometime 
to Mr. Chorley's list of possible other controversies for I can 
hastily think of many likely subjects that would serve to 
keep members lively on off days or on less vivacious club 
nights!

Mr. Palmer of the famous Lakeland story fame mourns 
the passing of Hawes Water to Manchester and the conse 
quent ruin to Longsleddale. The glory is certainly departing 
though not altogether from that valley and " one deep 
calleth to another because of the noise of the water pipes." 
(This quotation is not from Mr. Palmer, but rather from 
the Psalms of David, and it slipped in unawares. E.W.Y.)

Mr. Walker gives us a lively account of his ascent of 
the Mittellegi Ridge of the Eiger. To quote his concluding 
sentence may really give one the gist of the matter. " Now 
adays the Mittellegi Ridge can claim small distinction as
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an exploit but presumably we climb for pleasure. As an 
enjoyable ascent unique in the stimulating character of the 
climbing, and in the extraordinary exposure of the situations 
attained, it is unsurpassed in the Oberland or indeed in the 
whole of the Swiss Alps." Our congratulations to Mr. 
Walker.

Mr. Haskett Smith recalls our attention to the much 
wrangled over question (of course, Mr. Chorley, another 
Alpine controversy?) of " Dow " or " Doe " Crag. I 
really think that the only way to settle this problem for 
good and all, Mr. Haskett Smith, would be to refer it to 
the B.B.C. They would reply (by Radio) that it was neither 
" Dow " nor " Doe " but rather (I really cannot tell) 
but I feel very much afraid of the ultimate fate of that 
name!

Dr. Burnett describes a short holiday in the mountains 
of Central Norway. With a fine spirit though only too 
typical episodic tales of wet and weather interruptions. We 
are more than grateful to him for allowing us to see that 
Map of the Mountains of the Jotunheim, a pleasant reminder 
of some of the happiest of days. We like his and Mr. Wood 
Johnson's photographs as well.

Mr. Darwin Leighton's dialect stories rather lose in the 
writing of them. They need his particular and very perfect 
rendering of these instances of Lakeland humour to " get 
across '' and his own way of repeating any story either fresh, 
classic or simply " chestnut " is quite inimitable.

One might really be tempted to start off post haste for 
the Rockies of Canada and Banff if only to see a black bear 
with cubs begging from passing autos as so picturesquely 
described by Mr. E. O. Ransome. There is a remark further 
on in this article I would like to point out is treading on 
certain delicate ground. He says: " Next day Mrs. S. (one 
of their party), elected to stay in the hut and cook a good 
dinner against our return. This struck me as a wonderfully 
good idea and one that married climbers might be interested 
to know of." But, as he later remarks that he has difficulty 
in finding companions to climb with, perhaps a certain 
Nemesis overtook him in consideration of his too domestic 
notions as to women in the mountains.
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I feel about Mr. Basterfield's songs as I feel about Mr. 
Leighton's stories that they should only be preserved by 
word of mouth. And this is by no means to detract from 
their merit which is often great. But I think in the future 
they will surely be known among the folk songs of this part 
of our country with their topical interest and very pastoral 
choruses.

In his Presidential summary, Mr. Basterfield sings a 
song of Wasdale to his heart's content, though he does admit 
there are other valleys and other hills. Surely we shall never 
have had so enthusiastic a lover of our hills.

There are not quite so many or so distinguished a list 
of new climbs in this number as usual, but it is as ever a 
friendly volume and one, still in the most capable hands 
of Mrs. Chorley, that may be said to be fairly up to standard. 
There is a large collection as ever of very good illustrations.

E.W.Y.

CLIMBERS' CLUB JOURNAL, 1930.

The 1931 number continues to elude me. I managed 
however to bribe a member of this Club living also in the 
neighbourhood of Lake Constance, to lend me this two years' 
old production.

We start in this with a cheerful argument in favour of 
our bigger mountains in the Himalayas, by one who knows 
them almost the best of all, General Bruce. He unites wise 
council with encouragement to go and climb them. There 
are so many still left to be conquered! A delightful thought 
in these days of overcrowded Alps and hills at home. He 
reviews very carefully the expeditions of post-war days, 
and reminds us ever and again that if we are to go and visit 
these giants that we must treat each attempt with the fore 
thought and preparation of a very serious campaign. But 
he is only too anxious that more conquests shall be made 
in this land of big mountains.

Next follows a sonnet with the requisite rhymes and 
number of lines but to me there is little else about it. It 
certainly does seem hard to find new things to say about 
mountains, and I have a nervous horror of most mountain
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verse. It would seem, this sonnet, signed " H," to strike 
a grandiloquent note, but it hardly stands the test of good 
poetry in that it could not be comfortably read aloud.

E. H. Young (the novelist), provides three short poems, 
certainly freer in form if not in thought, and " H " winds 
up the poetry section with another of those lilting songs, 
which could again be sung to the tune of " Forty Years 
On." Some ingenuity went to the making of this, though 
I would warn all who are about to sing it to beware of that 
miss of one half beat in the last line of the last verse.

Sir Claude Schuster writes very vividly of ski-ing experi 
ences and gives reminiscences quite pleasantly of older times 
in the Alps.

Then Mr. Lunn. Somehow I always enjoy him, and 
he writes so much! and on so many subjects nowadays! 
But, in his musings on men and mountains and religion and 
what not he scarcely ever bores one except perhaps (and 
then rather painfully) in his novels. He strings us some very 
pretty thoughts on religion. And here I am entirely with 
him. It is surely useless to talk vaguely and at large about 
Mountain Religion? For religion, if it is to be really treated 
with proper and due respect, is not, as he says, merely a 
code of conduct (heaven forbid) but rather " an intriguing 
problem of biology." And so on.

He is hard put to it defending his theories and clearing 
the rather more muddled statements of Mr. Smythe on this 
subject of Religion and Mountains. I like his concluding 
sentence best and share entirely in its sentiment . . " Moun 
taineering is a sport, the finest of all sports. Mountain 
worship is irrational. One worships in a cathedral, but one 
does not worship a cathedral."

Mr. Bozman tells a tale. It is a fairy tale too. It was 
really better than I expected when I began to read it, for 
I fear I do not care for these, often rather affected, by 
passing writings of mountaineers. But there is some point 
after all in this story of the Princess, safely out of reach of 
the common suitor on her Glass mountain where she is sought 
by men in rubbers and men in boots and is won finally by 
a member of the Alpine Club! and there is a distinctly 
realistic touch (too real for this tale?) in the last sentence.
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I wonder why it is so many writers in Climbers' Journals 
hide themselves under a mere initial as the " Y " of this 
next article? It is too worn out a game, and besides it 
would amuse many, I feel, to know who this very disgruntled 
gentleman was who climbed with two members of the 
" Brimstone " Club (more anonymity) in Shadbolts chimney 
in the Isle of Skye. No doubt he was justified in some of 
his anger but certainly he exceeds almost the bounds of 
what is permitted in mountaineering manners. He was evi 
dently very much annoyed, " Balance Method? Bah."

Mr. Howson gives an impressionistic picture of a 
benightment . . . Where? Very effective if he should read 
this to some of his Etonians I thought! Really effective. I 
began to feel it all too much myself!

Sir Thomas Rose carries us back to a season over 
thirty years ago in Norway when the pioneer mountaineering 
was past its height and the new era of good and daring 
climbing had not yet set in. It is interesting to note that 
in those days they were scared by the " superb precipices 
such as those of the Riingstind " a respectable mountain 
at this present time, but hardly so awe-inspiring I should 
have thought. He further adds . . . "it did not occur to 
us to try and climb them." However the story from here 
is continued by a lady, Sir Thomas' memory giving out, or 
perhaps he had no more luck that season and she relates 
in quite a lively fashion a series of quite good ascents 
made, some of them, in very stormy weather, including the 
same Riingstind which had filled Sir Thomas with such fear 
some feelings.

Mr. D. O. W. Hall takes us very properly (since I 
believe it to be his own country) to New Zealand, and writes 
with some irreverence of his own peaks there. For instance 
to quote only one sentence. " The Minarets (10,058 feet) 
are not very formidable, but we were unnecessarily impressed 
by their broken terraces of ice, a pile over four thousand 
feet high of wicked snow rubbish." Together with chosen, 
or quite accidental companions, Mr. Hall seems to have 
indulged in snow climbing on biggish peaks of varying 
degrees of difficulty.
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Mr. J. D. Hills, an old hand in this region, returns to 
Corsica primarily to climb their local Matterhorn. Two new 
ascents seem to have been taken almost accidentally. With 
the charming series of photographs to hand, no less than 
his lively accounts of his expeditions, we feel perhaps more 
than ever induced to try for Corsica too one day.

I thought the eerie story following, by Mr. Baldwin 
Shaw, something of a failure. Dr. Norman Collie can do 
this so well orally as those fortunate persons who have 
listened to his story of the " Long Man " (an acquaintance 
in Skye), could testify. I think the mistake lies perhaps in 
taking the too popular figure of the Devil. Surely he is a 
little played out. Or not? Anyway we can look forward 
to some pretty hasty homecomings in twilight from Esk 
Hause in future, unless the Fell and Rock Club are prepared 
to set up a special defence party to protect belated wanderers 
from their own and other clubs?

Finally there are some notes on good new climbs on 
Dinas Mot by Messrs. Kirkus and Bathurst and on Scafell 
by Kirkus.

On the whole I should say this volume gives us some 
lively reading and also some very delightful photographs.

E.W.Y.

RUCKSAC CLUB JOURNALS, 1930, 1931.
Though not up to the really very high standard of only 

a few years since, these Journals provide good reading, and 
often very fine illustrations.

1930. Mr. Wilding, who is always a lively writer, 
contributes a charming paper with a most romantic title 
" The Grey Castle of Lochinver." He tells us of a little 
known corner of Sutherland the peaks have almost unpro- 
nouncable names (to the uninitiated), but for all that we are 
inevitably drawn towards this most attractive Highland 
Country.

Next again the Piz Bernina! It is nowadays surely a 
most popular peak and this time it is Mr. Basil Goodfellow, 
who not only goes in Winter with an unusually strong party 
(Messrs. Waller and Beetham), to ski there and in the sur 
rounding Alps, but even returns in summer to the country
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of his heart to view this particular peak under different con 
ditions.

Then Mr. P. J. Monkhouse, complete with three maps 
of the district takes us to South West Ireland. He owns to 
a Western complex. He is attracted West as many magnetic 
souls are to the North and those pure sun worshippers to 
the South. This time it is Ireland and further West to her 
own West coasts, where some of the loveliest of all country 
lies. I know it too little myself, so I am grateful to Mr. 
Monkhouse for reminding me and taking me further into its 
fastnesses. He remarks on the lack of good Irish maps for 
the walker, particularly of the one inch, one mile variety, 
but I say that, who could expect an Irish mile in the West 
of Ireland to be too faithfully chronicled by an Irish man? 
So far as I remember this mile only gains in length and 
promise the more one asks, and the further one goes! Mr. 
Monkhouse is pleased to be topographical. He evidently 
wandered through much of the South West country and even 
became familiar with the McGillicuddy Reeks to the extent 
of knowing their respective heights.

In a competent Editorial, among other wise remarks, Mr. 
Doughty explains that he holds no brief for the writer who 
burdens himself with the passive style. He is all for direct 
methods, and I am sure he must be right. We notice no 
lack of this active note in Mr. Doughty's own articles. May 
we congratulate him on his two latest Journals. If in the 
toils of economy, they are still very full of lively articles and 
photographs.

Mr. Arthur Burns gives an account of the Swiss Meet 
of the Club in 1929 with few members but a seemly list of 
ascents.

Mr. Harry Scott produces a brilliant little masterpiece 
in his " Book of the Year." It would shame me to try 
and describe this, besides no reviewer would be so foolish 
as to review a review! I am kept in a state of constant 
" Bewunderung " (look that word up Mr. Scott) at the 
extraordinary erudition of this particular reviewer.

Mr. Hughes, on the Pyrenees is mainly informative, 
extremely so. He supplies us also with a very useful map 
and his Bibliography is nothing if not impressive.
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Mr. Wilson Hey gives us a delightful if momentary 
insight into what a distinguished surgeon's mind may be like 
on an off day, which is nevertheless an on day in the Alps. 
Never for a moment does he deceive us as to his purpose 
on this holiday, though occasionally I am inclined to think 
he deceives himself and takes almost too humble a position, 
metaphorically on the rope. And after all his Aneroid was of 
use!

The rest of this volume is taken up with lively notes on 
often livelier Gritstone climbs, a visit to Alum Pot and so 
forth altogether a cheerful number.

1931. Again in this volume the illustrations deserve 
high praise. There is an extremely beautiful frontispiece by 
Mr. Burton of the Bianco Grat. This volume takes on a shade 
of darker green, or rather the last one was I should say too 
pale to withstand the Manchester climate.

Mr. Holland in a typical Holland paper gives us some 
of his own more intimate feelings about the mountains, and 
charmingly collects for our reading a number of impressions 
ot his own artistic and practical development in the hills. 
In a really generous spirit he reminds us again of his early 
days under Herford's tuition and alludes delightfully to his 
brilliant ascents on Pillar in company with Mr. Kelly not 
forgetting the famous pipe episode which I remember enjoying 
hearing from the other side.

" The Variation " a reprint (not one of the best) from 
the " Manchester Guardian " deals once more with this 
rubber problem. It is a humorous tale of the type one meets 
fairly often in Climbing Journals. There is an episode about 
an expensive rubber-soled shoe being used as a chockstone. 
Well! There is besides a moral in all this as those will no 
doubt learn who read.

The title of the next article made me wince. I become 
too easily nervous at the sight of some of these mid-European 
names, but looking further down the page I saw that it was 
Czech, a language about which there are several difficulties. 
I see one reviewer in these very pages falls into verse as 
an escape from the too familiar paths. Feeling nothing if not 
baffled by the names in this paper I thought I would try
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to do the same. The result is not so satisfactory as your 
own official Club poet but still!

In matters appertaining to the Czech
I find I'm useless. Must it always be so?
But Mr. Eastwood's been in to the neck
And even reached a Pub-Popradske Pleso.
He climbed the heights of Rysy, Gerlach, Krivan 
Places unheard of but Carpathian.
And if, in irritation, these names you would abolish,
You always must remember they CAN be had in Polish.

But some real verse follows shortly by that other official 
club poet I imagine, Mr. Basterfield. It is very topical and 
much to the point.

Mr. J. F. Burton supplies a characterful account of the 
Alpine Meet of 1930 in the Engadine and Dolomites those 
ever popular resorts.

Mr. Forrester's charming treatise on " Boulder Trund 
ling " reminds me of my own early education when with 
my Father as chief instructor we were taught this gentle art 
among the hills of Craven. I would not recommend it too 
casually as a sport to all and sundry.

Mr. Doughty, that versatile fellow! writes of treks with 
boys in the Dolomites. This article should surely be given 
a leading place in some important Scout Journal. Mr. 
Doughty is himself entirely responsible I should say for 
turning the minds of the greater part of these boys to the 
even higher hills.

(The time has me alas in its clutches. There is a train 
I must catch to England and somewhere at the other end of 
the journey is Mrs. Richards who wants these ill-assorted 
reviews!)

So  .....
Mr. Entwhistle tells us of some of these very select moun 

tains known I imagine mostly to the very literary who tramp 
out in search of footsteps left by Messrs. Stevenson and 
Baring Gould. They lie in the centre of France and in the 
region of the Tarn. There is a variety of landscape here to 
be seen and peasants (possibly) of the type shewn in the 
little sketch at the close of the article.
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So many people I think, have written of the Drei 
Zinnen and here is another, Mr. Priestly Philips, and there is 
a good deal of matter pertaining to bad weather; but breaks 
in this lead to action on these dramatic looking peaks.

Then there is another departure into the centre of 
France, Mr. Monkhouse this time but is it far enough West 
for him? We come into the Vosges on this occasion and are 
warned " If you are going, go soon. In five years' the 
motorist will have discovered it." You are sadly behind the 
march of time here, Mr. Monkhouse. I crossed a very high 
pass in these Mountains in my Ford car only last September 
said to "be impassable in winter." Very pleasant going 
though and happy thought! Am I perhaps a motor pioneer 
in these parts?

The remainder of this Number is devoted to the usual 
bright notes on new Lakeland and more local " Manchester 
climbs." E.W.Y.

BRITISH SKI YEAR BOOK, 1931.

There are very few Alpine publications with the vigour 
of this and its mass is as impressive. Three hundred and 
fifty-six pages crammed with information on ski-ing in all 
parts of the world cannot obviously be reviewed in detail. 
Mr. Holds worth describes his experiences in the Garhwal 
Himalaya. His enterprising experiments seemed to show 
Kamet to be unsuitable for ski; but later, in the Arwa valley, 
in eight days he climbed four peaks and declared that this 
whole vast and very complicated glacier area is ideal for 
ski-mountaineering. In the next article on Shin Mahinya there 
is a heart-stirring picture of a coated dog which all animal 
lovers should see.

Mr. and Mrs. Munday take us into their Mount Wadding- 
ton preserves, the field of their many years' explorations. 
The fact that they had to " back-pack " all their equipment 
as before is not the least remarkable part of their feats, as 
those who have toiled in British Columbia or other new 
country will agree. Its good to see that they got up Mount 
Munday called after them by the Geographic Board.
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Next, we pass to California where, though ski came in 
with the Gold Rush of '49, its reputation as a sunny clime 
has held them up till the last five years! Now they are at 
it with all the vim associated with publicity value. As Mr. 
Tressider confesses, " The day is not far distant when the 
Golden State will be represented in all major ski competitions 
at home or abroad."

Mr. Copeland tells us about winter possibilities in Jugo 
slavia. '' Good board and lodging come to about 5 / - a day!'' 
Excellent huts; natives going to church on ski as they have 
done for hundreds of years; little serious danger from 
avalanches; it all sounds almost irresistably attractive for 
next Easter.

" Advance Australia " but not until more timber is 
felled. In one of the ski-ing grounds there is no touring to 
be done and only a slope 150 yards long and a chain wide, 
cut out of the timber, is available. But in more remote parts 
opportunities are more ample. Mr. Lang surveys very 
thoroughly the geography and the history of the sport in 
the Antipodes.

Now comes Miss O'Brien with the first crossing of Monte 
Rosa from Gressoney to Zermatt and an elaborate account of 
the difficulty of breathing in a high wind. " I discovered, 
there are only certain attitudes in which it is possible to 
breathe. Not facing it, of course, and not with the back to 
it either, because then the wind rushes by so swiftly that it 
creates a vacuum in front of the face. One must turn a little 
sideways just a little to get any air at all."

July breakfasts in Austria open Mr. Mitchell's travels 
and we find him mixing ski with plain mountaineering but 
towards the end he is shooting downhill on his back. " On 
the way I swept up Hermann who was directly below and 
together we continued our dizzy descent downwards."

Mr. Heaton gives good advice on how to treat mothers, 
to leave them behind in England and send them an occasional 
picture post-card, keeping them in complete ignorance of 
one's movements. He gives us a sprightly account of the 
Piz d'Err and regrets that so few British guideless-climbers' 
names appear in the Hut books during winter. Mr. Gibbs 
describes a long tour via Saas Fee, Arolla, Sion, Montana and
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Lauterbrunnen; and Mr. Luttman-Johnson details a low-level 
route from the Petit St. Bernard to Berne; while Mr. 
Williamson recounts the pleasures of the Oberhalbstein valley.

Two writers, Sir John Forbes and Miss Yeames tell 
of Scottish conditions. They seem to have enjoyed themselves 
vastly. Miss Yeames does mention uncertain weather and 
the low cloud level; but a certain charm about the wet-snow 
compensates her for bringing her ski back from Switzerland  
" a custom condemned yearly by my long-suffering family." 
A useful description of Spring ski mountaineering in the 
Pyrenees by Mr. Guilera and notes on Gulmarg and Clavieres 
complete the touring section.

Technicalities, notes on races and a review of the year 
will be of interest to all skiers. Our concern is with the 
prowess of the British ladies. " Miss Mackinnon," Mr. Lunn 
tells us, " put up a record without parallel in international 
ski championship meetings '' winning every event for which 
she entered. " The achievements of our ladies last winter 
will be difficult to equal." We must note that Miss Doreen 
Elliott and Miss Sale-Barker beat forty-five men in the down 
hill race and Frokene Johane Kalstead jumped 41 meters 
on the Nidstubakken hill near Oslo.

" Sun and frost and powdered snow, an Alpine pass 
leading through noble scenery, a leisurely descent at an 
easy touring pace down a valley one has long wished to 
explore. Such is my conception of the perfect ski-ing day." 
On this text Mr. Lunn moralizes delightfully in his Between 
the Aare and the Reuss—noting the human vanities that turn 
tours into races; the recipe for an ideal ski-ing holiday, 
" which is to carry all one's luggage on one's back "; the 
eighteenth century appreciation of mountain views; the 
priority of painters to poets as mountain lovers and the 
anxieties of ski-races to parents. He does his worst in the 
best Uncle Arny style, to start a new regional war about 
perfect Alpine views, with an absurd denigration of the 
Gornergrat panorama. Arguing for more personality in his 
Jungfrau, Eiger and Wetterhorn, he blandly leaves out the 
Obergaberhorn, Rothorn and Weishorn! Such subterfuges 
would discredit any but a famous Sophist's case! A very 
meaty and expansive number. D.E.P.
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